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llarbert E. Thomas of Lincolnville again*.
Ezra A. Carpenler of Brooks to recover
$250 claimed by him on an action for Eastern Steamship Lines Announce Exceptionally Attractive Rates for October
balance
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Arthur
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Liberty; Herbert L. George, ProsC. Hopkins, Belfast; George H.
kins, Stockton Springs; H. J. K.imBelfast; L L. Morse, Searsmont;
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'Moulton, Unity;
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George

W. Smart, Swanville; Henry
Stearns, Jackson; Harry Stoddard,
Alphonzo Thomts, Morrill;
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Tibbetts, Palermo; r. 1J. Thurston,
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tdom; Clyde Ward, Thorndike.
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rk of Winterport, foreman; C. W.
gs, Freedom; H. O. Beckwith, Bel; Harry G. Cates, Jackson; Thomas
ns. Winterport; O. B. Fuller, Liberty;
nk Grant, Prospect; K A. McAllister,
nham; Frank L. Rollins, Troy; Edward
Idon, Morrill; Arthur Smith, Waldo;
I L. Sprague, Islesboru.
w. d.
econd Traverse Jury.
irt of Searsport, foreman; W. T.
Is, Swauville; Fred Brewster, Belli; Merton W. Bradford, Thorndike;
IV. Emerson, Knox; L. L. Hamilton,
rsport; George Inuis, Belfast; Maurice
loody, Monroe; Fred Moulton, Brooks;
rles Flaisted, Searstron ; E. B. Ram.
Northport; John W. Tibbetts, Mont*
».
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Fuller,
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excused were Frank L Blanchard
Stockton Springs, Fred T. Chase of
fast, J.D. Glidden of Frankfort, Virgil
jail and H. C. H iffses of Belfast, R.
Whitaker of Unity.
,fter organization Tuesday forenoon
h traverse juries were excused unti
The Ctiurt was
) a. m. Wednesday.
upied Tuesday afternoon with divorce
irors

I

claimed by plaintiff on a contract for
sawing lumber on the A A. Jackson and
The deG. G. Ab ott lots in Belfast.
Arthur
fence was e
general denial.
Ritchie for plaintiff with Robert F. Bunion for defendant.
Cases Assigned
Cases were assigned for only two days
as follows:
Vi EDNESDAY
Knkoran vs Arnold; Ritchie and Buzzell & Thornton.
Thomas vs. Carpenter; Ritchie and
Dunton A Morse.
Howes vs. Rich; Buzzell A Thornton
and Mansur.
Inhabitants of Frankfort vs. Glidden;
Buzzell A Thornton and Ritchie.
Sanson vs. Boynton; Buzzell A Thornton.
Whitten vs Eaton; Ritchie anii.Buz.zell
A Thornton.

Thursday
Gray

vs.

Wentworth; Taylor

zell A Thornton.
Farwell vs. Wilson;
A Thornton.

Taylor

and Buz-

and Buzzell

Lmong the out-of-town attorneyspreswere J. H. Montgomery of Camden,
•n F. Littlefield of Portland, James
by of Unity, Judge Ellery Bowden of
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., of
kland, R. Frank Springer of Rum
Fred W. Brown of Brocks, Clinton
liens and D. I. Gould of Bangor.
he first case opened before the jury
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Rent

ive furnished
housekeeping rooms
h bath, November to May, over the
iks' Garage.
ive unfurnished rooms ready Oct. 1st,
Dad floor building, next to the Banks
age.
’our rooms 28 Bridge Street.
kuto storage—Summer $4 00
iter $2.00.

month;

FOR SALE
louse 36

Northport

corner

avenue,

yo Street.
inion Trailer

Camp,
lughes’ Player Piano,

75 rolls.

rerv best site for big garage, 30x36,
dge street, known as the Pattee field,
tpect to build next spring unless the
d is sold or leased.

4w39

WILLIAM A. CLARK,
Over banks’ Garage, Clark’s Corner.

Whatever your bent or inclination,
Boston is a very intert sting place to visit
these crisp fall days.
Stores, amusements, fairs, historic sights and relics,
they are all there and made doubly alluring by the special low round trip rates
just announced by th Eastern Steamship

Lines.

For the first t'me in a number of years
can go to the Hub, between October
3 and 31, inclusive, at a cost for the round
trip averaging only a little more than the
ordinary one-way route. These special
tickets are good returning fifteen days
from date of sale
you

Boston is a place you can visit again
and again and still find interesting. There
is always something new, something different, someth:ng you have not seen before.
Many get much enjoyment out of
the excellent theatres and movie houses
Others delight in roaming through the
big department stores, where they can
always be sure of finding the latest and
This year the Annual Food Fair to
best.
be held October 8 is 15 in Horticultural
Hall will attract many while the Big
Brockton Fair promises many unusual
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Fred E. Ellis and family
few weeks at the Battery.

are

spending

i

ter recently by the illness of her sister.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury were in
Bangor several days the past week.

1

Albert C.

Mrs.
from

Burgess has returned

visit with friends in Boston and

a

vicinity.

Mrs. Joseph W. Blaisdell has returned
home from a few days visit in Bangor.

Miss Elizabeth M. Clements has arriv-

Fisher of Springfield,
Mass
is the guest of Mrs. Leona B.
Beckwith.

ed home from Belgrade
spent the summer.

Capt. C. B. Swett and daughter, Miss
Anna C Sweett arrived home from Bath
Friday for a short visit.

gor,

Helena

Mrs.

Dr. and Mrs. E. M. Thomas and

Jetson

Amos F.
Mr.

and

Nathaniel

Mrs.

daughter of Bangor

Pattee, John

were

Lord

and

recent guests of

Brothers, Northport

the Barbour

and Mrs.

and family.
W’illiam H.

Bray cottage

Wilder
at

are

Bitch

vacation.

They are
e
tertaining Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Otis
of Scituate, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Ward, Mrs. Ka'herine Bonney and James
Kadian of Brockton, Mass.
Crest

Barbour Brothers, Northport avenue.
Mr.

Stevens,

occupying the

daugh-

ters of Brewer were callers Sunday of the

John Mclntire returned

and

John Ronnquist and Mr. Herbert L. Stevmotored to Bar Harbor Sunday,
where they visited the latter’s brother,

ens

Mrs. W. R. Howard at the Battery.

to attend the Sousa concert.

KlcReen,

where she

Col. and Mrs. George W. Getchell of
San Diego, Calif., are guests of Mr. and

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Getchell and
friends autoed to Bangor Friday evening

Harold

Lakes,

Cecil Clay returned Friday from Banwhere he was the oflicial stenographer in the contested Blake will case.

Miss Norma Martin of Boston and Old
Orchard is visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
lrudeau in East Belfast

Konnquisl

Mrs. A. B. Payson visited relatives in
Amos Clement and daughter, Louise R. 1
Rockland last week.
Clement, returned home Tuesday from.
A number from here attended the
Seaside Inn, Seal Harbor, where they
races at Bangor Saturday.
spent the summer.
Mr. H. E. Jenkens has a new Durant
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Knowlton have car purchased of Belfast agents.
returned from Auburn and
taken an
Mrs. Kate A. Lane is assisting Mrs. F.
apartment in the Wildes house on Union A. Merritt in her m Winery rooms.
street.
Mr. and Mrs Will Emmons of Old OrMr. and Mrs. Herbert M. Stevens, Mrs. chard are visiting friends in town.

Mrs. Hattie Stevens was called to Dex-

a
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—

avenue.

for

a

short

James Earle Braley and Harold Tibbetts
were in Albany, N. Y., the p .at week to

Sunday from

Happy Valley Chapter, O. E. S., held!
its first meeting for the fall. Sept. 12.
Mr. Philip White of Monroe is our new
telephone operator and began work Sun-

day.
J. W
Hobbs and family have moved
into 'he Charles Miller house for the
winter.
Mrs. Fred Wright of Jackson has been
the guest of her sister, Mrs. F. H. Brown,
for a few days,
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Toner of Vassalboro spent the week-end with W. S.
Jones and family.

House, Faneuil Hall, Old North Church,
§outh Church, Paul Revere’s House,
Quincy Market, and 'he sites of the Boston Massacre and the Boston Tea Party
will cause you to reflect on the deeds of
KNUX
When you tire of these,
your ancestors.
merely to wander along tha Charles River
Mrs. Roberta Wiggin Clement is teach- Embankment or in the Fenway or through
ing at Knox Center.
the stately dignity of Beacon Hill or ComA. S. Bailey and family party spent monwealth Avenue will bring refreshLake.
Swan
at
Sunday
ment to bod’y and spirit.
Round about Boston itself are ranged a
Edward Leonard of Washington, D. C.
vacation.
host of delightful places to visit, all easfy
is at home fer a short
cars and automoMrs. Carrie Abbott and children of reached by sightseeing
biles Lexington and Concord are perhaps
Union are visiting relatives in town.
the most famous objectives but Ply mouth
Mr. aud Mrs. Roscoe Tnurston aud Mr.
is of even greater historic significance.
and Mrs. B. L. Aborn are moving to BelCambridge, Salem, the Blue Hills, Marblefast.
head, G'oucester and Middlesex Fells also
O. B. Woodbury has bought the Gan- offer rewarding trips.

and Dunton A Morse.
The Grand Jury reported
ments.

10

indict-

Old

__

Albion and will move his
this week.
Tne farmers are busy harvesting their
Not much rot aud a fair
potato crop.
non

store

family

at

there

be the report.
crop
County Agent N. S. Donahue held a
farm bureau meeting at Knox Station
Saturday aud arranged for a corn testing
this weeK at W. G. Brown’s aud others.

October is an ideal month in which to
travel.
Boston is a fascinating destination and current low rates present an ex-

ceptional opportunity.

seems to

SOUTH MO.NTVILLfc.

R[-SOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.

departed members.
O. W. Ripley, giaml scribe of the
Grand Royal Arch Chapter of Maine,
made his official visit to Atlantic ChapHe reter, No. 40, Vinalhaven, Friday.
ports a cordial reception and a pleasant

Miami, Fla.,

who are detained by illness
at their summer home in Searsport.

be it.

Resolved, That while the bereaved family mourn the loss of a faithful wife and a
loving and devoted mother, and Morning
Light Grange an honored member, we

realize that what is our loss is her eternal
gain and 1 e it further
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the sorrowing family and
while we cherish her memory let us seek
Also.
to copy her virtues.
Resolved That our charter be draped in
moiyning, a copv of these resolutionsc
be sent to the afflicted family, a copy
placed on our records and ;• copy be sent
to the “Republican Journal” and "Bangor
Weekly Commercial” for publication.
Committee on resolutions, Effie Cronkhite, Alice Lllinwood, Ethel Bryant
The hearts of those who knew her best
Will cherish through all coming days,
The memory of her love expressed
So faithfully in countless ways.
And love, the one enduring power,
The deathless treasure of the heart,
Will crown with sacred joy the hour
Of meeting, never more to part.

1

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wilgus of New
York, who have been spending a part of
their honeymoon at Swan Lake, arrived

Thursday

for

a

W. L.

visit with Mrs.

West.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles S. Jellison and Mr.
and Mrs. Altana E. Dutch have returned
from an auto trip including visits in Boston, Lynn, Mass., and the White Mountains.
Miss Grace Hunt of Liberty has been
spending the season at White Rock cottage, Bayside. She will spend the winMrs. Sarah

Thompson,

Miller

street,

Payson of Morrill
Thursday evening to

A. B.
last

was

in Belfast

attend

a stag
party given by Marion E. Brown. Covers

for 2d were laid at small tables and cards
followed.
Miss Louise R. Clement was in nelfas}
Wednesday on her return to Seal Harbor,
after spending two weeks in Portland,
where she was the guest of Miss Marian
Chandler.
Miss

Tressa, daughter of Mrs. E. H.
Emerson, who has been spending the
summer in Belfast, has returoad.,to Syracuse, N. Y., as a senior at the Art School
in connection with the University.
Mrs. hi. P. Barker and daughter.Inez L
Barker, R. N., of Center Moutville were
calling on Belfast friends last Saturday
on the way to Waldo, where they were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Evans.
John F.
James C.

Durham,
Durham,

eventfu. trip

on

of Mr. and Mr

son

*

has been having an
his return to his studies

Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.
In company with a college friend he has
at

time.

Stitchers Wanted
—AT—

PULLMAN’S PANTS FACTORY
Bridge Street, Belfast.

SEAMERS APPLY AT ONCE

Cord Wood
Guaranteed cord of green wood, $10.00.
Stove length, $14 00; furnace size, $12.00,

Will guarantee these prices if
C. O. D.
ordered in September for future delivery.
3w37
Tel 179-24
C. C. ROGERS.

hiked

there

by the

way

of the White

Mountains.
Mrs.

W.

Portland,

L.

West

left

where she

Mrs. Harriet P.
F.

Godfrey,

Saturday for
joined her sister,

Godfrey,

also

Mr.

Harley

her son,
and Mrs.

L.

H.

Stearns and daughter Elizabeth of Fitch
burg, Mass., in an auto trip through the

Carry Deposit
a

Account Here

AND ADD PRESTIGE AND CREDIT TO YOUR

DAILY TRANSACTIONS.
%

Mrs. Ella E. West has returned from a
She was
visit in New Britain, Con:;.
accompanied home by her daughter and
granddaughter, Mrs. W. C. French and
Mrs. Frances Pierce tucker, who have
been guests the past weeK. of Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Dorman.

Mass.,

Friday, taking

with her

Mr.

and

tives.
Charles A,, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sher
G. Swift, has returned to Went-

Mrs.

and her two chil-

way, to join Mr. Glidden, who went
there some weeKs ago as superintendent
of the shoe factory. The Gliddens spen1

here,

having

the

small

and they
made many friends who regret their decottage

on

take

up

the shore,

Mrs. F. E.

Smyth

home

Norlhport

on

are

avenue

was

Mr. O’Conner
Windsor Hotel.
close friend of the late CongressSeth L. Milliken and visited his

man

a

grave in Grove Cemetery.
Miss Juliett A. Wiggin returned home
Wednesday from a visit with relatives in

Chestnut Hill and in Wellesley Hills,
She was acco npanied by her
Mass.
niece, Mrs. N. A. Rose, who will be her
Hartwell

L.

Woodcock

has returned

short visit at the Kineo House, at
Moosehead Lake, and later will join

from

Announcement
It is with pleasure and a high degree of
satisfaction that we can say to the citizens of
Belfast and Waldo County that:

for a short time.

a

friends fur a visit at the Poland SpriugB
leave about the first of
December for Nassau, N. P., for the reHouse.

He will

Mr. Charles H.

The City National Bank ot Belfast,

SMOKED SHOULDERS 17c lb.

for 25 years with the Bangor Savings Bank
ana for the last 5 years with the National
City Company, a subsidiary of the National
City Bank of New York, has become associated with us as Treasurer.

prove that we are earnestly striving to give you a Banking Service
that is unsurpassed in

1

Te!. 309

we

Courtesy, Safety and Satisfaction

Waldo Trust .Company
(7he Community Bank)

?.0ake»^8°pk.

WOO(fS Mflfket

Hubbard

Mr. Hubbard is well known to many of
the citizens in the communities that we serve
and is anxious to get acquainted with all of
them. Come in and say “Hello!”

Specials

Pork Sausage Made 25°b.
Fowls
Halibut Sor32S,

57 Main St.

ously.

the

at

Thus, again,

ETdTes

A little Lanphier girl fell from the
achool team last week and the wheel
passed over her injuring her quite seri-

Mr. and Mrs. T. L. O’Conner of Proviwere guests the past week

WOOD’S

■

Mr. and Mrs.
William Emmona andL
baby son Arthur of Old Orchard were
guests of friends in town recently.

dence, R. I.,

mainder of the winter.

parture.

«"

W. Gibbs, during the past week.

aud

$4,000,000

MAINE

and daughter of her parents, Hon. and
Mrs. Robert R. Dunton, says: "Me have

closing

And Growing Daily

BELFAST,

the

Mrs. Lillian Perkins of Bangor hasbeen the guest of her siater, Mrs. Frank

|

dren, Phyllis and W’alter, Jr., better
guest
known aa “Buddie,” left Friday for Nor-

summer

to

took possession Sept. 16th.

Brooks High School baa made necesvisited Liverpool, Chester, Oxford, Strat- sary changes in the course of study an-,
that its graduates will now be able to enwill leave this, Thursday, for Boston to ford-on-Avon and Warwicx, as well as
ter any college in the State.
spent the winter.
We are spending two
North Wales.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Brown and'
We have met six
Mrs. Louise Miller has returned to her weeks in London.
granddaughter Isabelle, accompanied byhome in Melrose, Mass., after a visit friends from Madison at the American Mr. Owen Miller and Miss Ruth vl. Ames
s;>ent Sunday with their son, Harry M.
with her niece, Mrs. Charles S. Bicktord, Express Co., while herein London.”
Brown and family of Unity.
and other relatives.
Dr. C. W. Jennys returned home by
The picture, “Behold the Man,” baaed
where
North
New
Portland,
Herbert Havener of Denver, Colo., is train from
on the Passion Flay presented at OberMrs.
he
had
been
visiting.his
daughter,
diaries
and
relaother
Havener
visiting
ommegau, was given at Crockett’a hall
tives at Citypoiut.
This is his first visit Charles Clark and family. He was in an Sunday evening, Sept. 17, under the ausauto accident at Madison bridge the Sat- pices of the Ladies’ Aid to a full house.
east 111 about iorty years.
urday previous, when in making room for
The old Roberts & Son’s saw mill,
Kouert Condon of East Northport left
which was built in the winter of 1881,.
a small boy on a bicycle his auto swerved
recently with his uncle, Everett Condon,
torn down and will be rebuilt
Mrs. has been
into the iron railing of the bridge.
and connected to the Roberts & Son’i upon his return home to California, where
bruises
cuts
and
above
received
Jennys
E. C. Boody and crew are doper mill.
he plans to attend school.
v
both eyes and was unconscious for some ing the work.
M.
Limeburner
returned time. Dr. Jennys escaped with very little
Mrs. Adella
An accident occurred in the Black and
home Tuesday from a delightful visit of injury.
His car was wrecked to such an Gay canning factory
Saturday when
with
her
Brooksville
cousin
weeks
three
extent that he was glad to take the offer Mrs. Eva Lane’s arm was drawn into the
Their son, Dr. corn cutter she was operating. Fortuins, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Prim.
for it at the local garage.
nately she was able to stop the machine
Mrs. Amy K. Pratt left Tuesday by i Willard C. Jennys, left for North New so quickly that the arm and hand were
no
auto for her home in Boston and was ac- I Portland on receipt of the news of the only scratched and bruised badly,
companied by her brother, City Marshal accident and remained with his mother. bones being injured.
Much interest is shown in the radio
M. R. Knowlton, who will spend a week Mrs. Jennys and son, Dr. Willard C.
outfit made by Frank R. Goodwin, the
hete
noon.
arrived
She
Tuesday
Jennys,
with her.
14-year-old son of Mrs. A. B. Payaon.
came by auto and is very comfortable,
It has taken several months to make the
Edwin R. Thayer, who had been the
of the cuts about her head were as outfit from telephone batteries, small
and Mrs.
Fred
Waldo j None
guest of Mr.
wire, coils, receivers, etc., but it is neardeep as it was at first feared.
his
in
for
home
left
Tuesday
Brown,
ly complete and Friday night, Sept. 22nd,
Brookline, Mass. Mrs. Thayer remained
C. A. Legrow, principal of B. H. S., Mr.
SOUTH LIBERTY
and Mrs. A. B. Payson distinctly heard a
for a longer visit.
violin solo, a vocal selection and a band
Dr. Charles P. Beau has returned to
The third class highway in this part of concert from this outfit, but the places
weeks’
in
a
few
visit
after
this
from which these came cannot be disBoston,
the town is completed.
tinctly determined yet although it i*
city. Mr. and Mrs. Fred V. Cottrell, the
M. L. Clark and wife of South Paris,
thought that the band concert was from
latter ,Dr. Bean’s sister, will spend the are visiting friends iu town.
Sousa’s Band, which was in or near Banwinter with him.
Mr. Marriner of Searsmont was in gor on that night.
Mr. Usborne l. raya. ri. s. motes.
Charles L. Brown, assistant superin- town recently buying beef stock.
B. H. S. ’22, is attending school at
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Overlock, who have son,
tendent of the Continental Paper Bag
..William
U. of M., Orono.
Nickerson,
spending a few days in Warren,
Mill, Rumford, aud Mrs. Brown, were been
B. H. S ’22, is teaching in Monroe.
have returned home.
Abbie Nickerson, B. H. S. ’22, is teachweekend guests of Mr. and Mrs, Geo. V.
Many from this place attended the ing in South China.Vera Roberts, B,
Green, High street.
fair held in Montville. A good crowd H. S. ’22, is teaching in Jackson.Lela
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Ryder have and fine time reported.
Gould, B. H. S. '22, of Dixmont is teachin Vassalboro.Gladys Porter, B.
returned from
Georges Lake, having
Mr. Edward Millay is going to move ing
H. S. ’22 of Dixmont is attending busispent several weeks at the Sherman back on his old place and his son Earl
ness college in Bangor.Arline WentHouse. They are now at the Sleeper and wife will begin housekeeping in the
worth, B H S. ’22 of Knox, haB gone to
vacated by his parents.
place
Church
street.
on
residence
Portland, where she has employment.
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mil- There are twenty-nine students regisMrs. Amos J. King and little son,
then
a
lay gave
wedding reception Sept. tered in the Freshman class this year;,
Spencer Mathews, have returned from 16th. Many friends and relatives were nineteen ;n the Sophomere class; seven
Boston, where the latter was recently present, who wish them a long and hap- in the Junior class and six in the Senior
class.
operated on at the Children’s Hospital py life.
when his tonsils were removed.
Mr. and

a

Mrs. Walter Glidden

In a peraonal note from London, Eng.*
Mrs. C. D. Cool of Madiaon, Wis., who
were recent guests with her husband, son

year of work.

Becond

Week-End

ASSETS OVER

Institute, Boston,

worth

visit,

the

Detroit was on a most elaborate scale.

man

short
e son, Merrill, for
while Mrs. Donahue is in Boston
for a visit with friends and relatives.

Donahue’s litt

guests of the latter’s sister,
Wilson, and other rela-

are

Frank I.

Mrs

Miss Ardis Lancey, who has been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Norman S. Donahue, returned to her home in Hartland on

Brown

Always Find in Our Lobby Many
People Whom You Know

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lane of Gardner,

their

with

attended the Sovereign Grand Lodge. The
trip there was by daylight over the
White Mountain Division and Montreal.
The return via Niagara Falls and the
Berkshire ■ills. The entertainment in

point

Capt. Albert W. Stevens, U. S. A., Air
Service has been south on an official
"photo taking” trip and sends greetings
to Belfast friends from Memphis, lenn>

ter

Whereas, The Divine Master has again
entered our grange and taken from u» jur
beloved member, Annie C. Conant, there-

fore,

Mrs. Ruth Ladd is spending a few days
at the home of her parents, Mf. and Mrs.
S. P. Colby.
Mr. A. W. Ripley of Searsrnont is very
ill at the home of his sister, Mrs. Levi
No hupes of his recovery are enCurtis.
tertained.
The co-lectors tor the Hospital Drive
in this part of t[le town report generous
help and over fifty dollars turned over to
the chairman Qf this district.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Pease, officers of
the State Institution in Rhode Island,
with their son, are stopping for a short
time at the home of W. E- Prescott.
South Montville grange observed its
annual memorial exercises Sunday, Sept.
A short program was carried out,
24lh.
after which all went to the cemetery
with flowers and decorated the graves of

A. L.

White Mountains.

You Will

1022._FIVE

a fishing trip to Ripogenus.
Capt. and Mrs. Byron Swett of BoothG. Cox and family are occupying
Jardine, a representative of the bay have taken rooms in the Morey house attend the reunion of Co F of the 103rd
the home which they recently purchased
American La France Fire Engine Co., of on Miller street and will spend the winter Infantry in which they served overseas.
of Charles Watson.
features
They motored from Boston with Capt.
Boston, was in Belfast Friday, on busi- here.
Of opportunities for sight-seeing there
D. B. Plummer and family, James Payson.
Robert Winston and Lieut. J. H. Mitchell
ness.
Charles A. Haycock, daughter ElizaThe city is honeycombed
son
and father autoed to Bangor and
Webb vs. McKinney; Dunton A Morse are no end.
of
the
in
which
was
France
Company,
Mrs. John S. Collins left Monday for beth and Miss Alice Hume of Eastport
with buildings and places, ancient and
Bucksport Sunday.
and Billings.
Findley and children vs. Morris and modern, of world-wide renown. The Portland, where she will spend a two were guests Sunday of relatives in Bel- over a year.
Mr. Thomas, the Principal of ’he InTr; Andrews, Nelson A Gardiner and. Public Library, the new Art Museum, weeks’ vacation from her duties in the fast.
Samuel Adams, Grand Representative termediate achool, spent the week-end at
Harvard University, the Custom House,
Chapman.
of the Maine Grand Lodge of Odd Fel- his home in Newport.
Mrs A. B. Meade and son Albert of
Gould et al vs. McLaughlin; Crockett the State House, Charlestown Navy Yard City Drug store.
from a
Mr. Bradley and family of Millinocket^,
and the Bunker Hill Monument are some
A Springer and Buzzell A Thornton.
Miss Georgia O. Blake, R. N., is now Natick, Mass., have returned home from lows, returned Tuesday morning
Bessey vs. Wing; Buzzell A Thornton that you should not miss. The Old State with Capt, and Mrs. John C. Stowers of visits with relatives in Belfastand Sandy- week’s trip to Detroit, Mich., where he who purchased the J. W. Hobbs’ places,

Kelley
Flagg; Chapman and Brown.
Inhabitants of Liberty vs. Inhabitants
of Levant; Dunton A Morse and Thompvs.

ea.
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trtitor.

One Box of “Fruit-a-fives”

t orone square,
ADVERTISING TERMS,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
week and 35 certs for each subsequent

Brought Relief

one
one

Insertion.

Co., X.Y.
I was bothered with Constipation,
Liver Trouble and Indigestion for
On Cn.tnr

In advance,
Subscription Terms.
(2.00 a year, (1.00 for six months; 50 cents

for three months.

_

happy

or

so

unhappy

’’
—

■

rvna

tried ah kinds of

medieine witlu ;t rthef. I was so
bad I would have a dull, heavy feeling
in the pit of my stomach after eating.
I saw “rruit-a-tives" advertised
and 1 'tight two 50c boxes. Before I
had finished one box, I was relieved
and now have t o more trouble. 1
fruit Laxo Tabltts”.
rtcommeiultlt
WM. GALE SHEPHERD.

QUOTATIONS
“We

c.

three venr*.. and

are never so

as we suppose

'•

■

Rochefoucauld

"There is no real courage unless there
The man
a real conception of danger.
who does not comprehend the perils that
surround him, and is, therefore, caim
and collected, is not courageous; he is
simply ignorant
—Thomas Paine
ia

50c a box. 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
At dealers or from ITUIT-A-TI\ ES
Limited, OGDEXSBLRG, X.Y.

"Learning without thought is labor;
lost; thought without learning is peril-

One of the leading criminologists of
Chicago, in a recent public address, said
that the United States is the most crime
THE END IS NEAK
i ridden nation on the face of the earth,
has at
The strike of the railroad shopmen and that the criminal population
least doubled since the close ofhe watr.
went into a decline soon after it was deeither statement, but
clared. -It is now in a state of collapse We do not believe
1
we are willing to admit that both may be
4nd it is nearing its end. The New York
Central railroad system and several true of Chicago and New York City. We
noticed a few weeks ago a statement that
ot hers of the sccalied first class railroads
more than 4,000 men had been initiated
made
a
have
river
the
Mississippi
of
east
in the former city
aettlement with the shopmen employed into the Ktu Klux Rian
at an open air meeting, and that 18,000
western and some
the
of
Many
them.
by
members of the order witnessed the cerehe eastern rai'road executives and
leaders of the shopmen are still .lock- mony. Judged by their acts elsewhere
better of the purpose o!»the R. R. R. is to enforce
ing, each hoping to get the
In another month and per- the law by violating it. The increase of
.ne other.
the crime cannot be lessened that way. Chihaps sooner all win be over except
there were cago needs incorruptible courts and civil
^*grets. Before the strike
men employed In the main- officers who canuot be bribed either by
ous

’’

—Confucius

£^>out 400,000

Totenance of cars, locomotives, etc.
day there are about 350,000 thus employThe shopmen who quit their jobs
ed.

hgve lost their wages for about three
monins and many of them will not be reempioyed, but these are individual losses
which are trifling when compared with

>

cash or political favor.

“Buy it abroad” is the motto of free
traders. “Buy it at home” is the motto
of protectionists.
Ip the long run it has
frequently been demonstrated and proved

by experience that the motto of the prois the better one. There is good
tectionist
for
sympathy
the loss of
testimony to that fact. Mr.
unionism by reason of the indefensible Democratic
Wilson only a few years before he became
to
the
incidental
and
acts following
“It is manifestly injurious
and
respect President said:
That sympathy
strike.
to every young industry that a flood of
and
minded
thoughtfu
fair
which every
will English imports should continue to pour
person has had for unionized labor
respect and

be forever lost unless union labor hunts
out and expels, as far as possible, all the
I VT W., all the anarchists, all the bolshevists and all the law Sneakers from its
membership, whether of high or low deThese people are a miserable few
gree.

multitude of real men, and
when one or many of this few perpetrates
an outrage union men should not allow
among

a

into this

country.”

President Buchanan

message in

in his annual

1860, after

a

long period of

free trade, said: “Panic
and distress of a fearful cnaracter prevail

throughout the land. Our laboring population is without employment and consequently deprived of the means of earning
bread. Indeed all hope seems to
have deserted the minds of men.”

their

Gompers, Foster or any other of their
officials to condone it and rant against

Germany said she would not pay an
installment of some $4,000,000 which bethe law.
States this
came due to the United
month.
This is a part of the debt which
the
was
who
apparently
Co:. House,
Germany incurred before the war. W e
trusted admirer of President Wiison for
have a large amount of German property
returned
has
recently
about three years,
which was in this country when we ento the United States after a long stay in
tered the war and this property is now in
report
dispatches
The
press
Europe.
our possession.
Out of this we can, and
has
an
arranee
him as having said:—"I
will
dollar
of this ante-war
get
every
world has ever
my inferior to none the
debt.
We will also take our pay for de
could
she
wished
trample
seer, and if she
struction of our property on the high seas
Europe under her feet. But France realto our declaration of war. We make
prior
would
condition
financial
her
ises that
no claim for war indemnities.
an
army
to ma:ntain such

not allow her

She fears the possibility of
against her of Germany
and Russia, two nations already in very
close relations” and then he says:—"If
the League of Nations had been rendered

indefinitely.
an

alliance

a success

by the participation

of Ameri-

none of these
ca, there would have been
Now
in Europe.
troubles
post war

France

has

no

assurance

of protection

from her neighbors in the future.”
Col. House has evidently been looking
at European affairs through the same
lenses which ne wore when he went to
Paris with President Wilson. The great

The soft coal miners
tons of coal

10,000,000
seems

to

he

cars.

In

one

are

putting out

week.

a

There

abundant supply of coal
week nearly one million

an

loaded with coal. The immediate needs of the large industries are
being rapidly supplied. By the first of
October large quantities of anthracite
will be moving, but so great is the shortage we cannot hope for any great relief
for some time.

cars

were

Transfers in Real Estate

Dangerous Paternalism.
The desire to shift the burden of taxati .n, the desire seemingly to get something for nothing, causes individuals, organizations, communities and States to
appeal to their Federal representatives
for national appropriations for undertak-

ings of

more or

a

less local Interest

The

sort of appeal that originates in one
locality originates in a hundred or a thou-

same

and

communications

the

sand

others,

from

constituents which pour in upon
of Congress induce them to

members

support the appropriations which make
up the burden of which taxpayers complain.
is

It

to

needless

recount the various

for which these appropriations
asked.
There is the demand for Fed-

purposes
are

eral funds to control almost every pest to
which agricullu al crops of every kind
are

There is the

subject.

demand
ment

ever

growing

that the

shall

United States governsupply not only supervision

there

are

mill

workers of

20,000

about

in

all,

did

perism

foundation on which labor unions were

originally built

not

CHILDREN

fn

ion

it br iha HosviT iDicun

iroui*

Co.. Porway. Me.

MOMMY MMPUMDMO,

i, it fniaw b«w*.

Needs

No

IMUtfM-

____

Like to Toko It for
Coughs, Colds, Croup,
Colic, Cholera Morbus,
Pains in Stomach or
Bowels, Sore Throaty

*

High-Voltage Loud Speaker

toe.

James I. Bennett, Troy, to George D
in Troy

Bennett, do; land and buildings

V.
Susan, B. H. Frink H an I Edith
I).
Miller, Chelsea, Ma>»., to Thomas
Nickerson, Swan\ lie: land in Swanville.
Edgar L Wood, Unity, to Charles E.
Murch, do; land in U nity.
to
Myra E Dudgeon, Chicago, III.
Josiah S Crspon, (Jrincy, Miss; land
and buildings in Northport.
Elmer J. Bagley. Unity, to Edith E.
Townsend, Bangor; land in U .nty
Ada J Conner. Northport, to Harry E.
Peirce and Jacob K Dennett; land and
buildings in Northport.
Harriet A. Hanson, Palermo, to Ina E.
Maston, do; land and buildings in Palermo.

Hazel

:

Magazine,

which

has

an

odd-appearing

The appliance has
horn of new design.
been constructed to operate at a voltage
cf 100 or more, thus eliminating the use of
batteries.

nor

Baxter writes

as

follows:

"Dear Commissioner Smith:
"I am much interested in the nstionwide effort that is being made to check
Every 11
the needless fire waste.
the rum1' r c
r cu e
should be mi1' t
car
Ires, many ol wh ch are caused by
and neg ec
"I hope that .11 the citizens in Mai
will be interrs'fd in Fire Prevent!.'
Week, October 2nd to October 9th, it,
elusive.
"Iu our Sta e during the five years
the
ending 1920 our fre wise reached
total of $13 353 606. a ‘»m "i.t would
i.-s or many nn'es of
build 2670 $6000 t
is
apparent
From tins t
good road.
that we have been pay ml iur full share
of the tax levied bv carelessness aud ignorance in fi in Jl; ; ft e hazirds.
"We must arouse ; c pu nic to the appalling situation dis. se.l b> these figures.
Tne evi can wlv be corrected by
n
impressing upon each and w ry citiz
that he is under a dirict resi.■ risibility to
leasness

For

eveii/ puny of
p,
slim n ice, IV Hi Jr
Hum Cnffee gives
m
ijwc of pleawrejinj
sitis/action. JUST TR?\

M.

—

be made in some form or other and
Federal taxation is quite often the most
must

expensive

means

of paying.

ISLESbOKO
l
There are rumors of another dancing
school to be held in town again this coming season.
The students who left here last week
for Castine Normal school spent the week
end with their parents.
Arlene Pendleton's place as teacher is
being filled by Edith Boardman at the

Pendleton Primary school.

Many people attended the dance held in
the Pavillion at Ryders recently for the
benefit of the wharf which is to be built
there.

Benjamin Smith, Roger Pendleton and
Arthur Pendleton left for Orono Sept. 18,
where they will attend the University of
Maine.
Harry Dodge and wife left for Castine
Sept. 15th, after having spent the sumMr. Dodge will leave immemer here.
diately for New York, where he has employment.

Mr. Glidden of Frankfort sang a comic
Bong.
Thus cloS’d one of the best veterans’
meetings held this year after thanking
the members of Mystic Grange,for the
pleasure they had given the old veterans
and their guests.

HarvestEqui'pmwI

SbpSp Every Description

Baltimore (Md.i-W.
Winner

Avenue
about his

has

H.

had

daughter. For over a
in anxiety, hot it seems
was
kept
he
year
that he and
from these following letters
now.
his daught.r are both worry-free
worry

Dr. J. F. True
Mr. Benson wrote to the
I h»ve ?
Maine:
Auburn,
of
Co.
&
been failing in health
has
who
daughter
about eighteen
and losing flesh for
down hill
months. She continued to go
scales at seventyand now balances the
hunabout
four pounds; abe weighed

told by
I was°|>e
dred and forty pounds.
of Lewiston,
druggist
former
the son of a
Mr Garcelon, that you (Dr, True’s
Me

Etar) might

be able to

help.”

Eventually, Mr. Benson received a bottle of New England’s famous laxative—

read Mr.
Dr, True’s Elixir. For results,
Benson’s reply: “I have been talking
about your Dr True’s Elixir. It 11 jreat
for
stuff 1 The Elixir is doing good work
two bottles.
my daughter; please send us
Yours for health, W. H. Beoson.”

Protect Your
Porch Floors

Farmers in ten states will purchase
their dairy feeds co-operatively if plans
being worked out at present are carried
forward. Two meetings have been held
representatives of
recently at which
farmers from the New England States
New York, Michigan, Indiana, Pennsylvania and Ohio have discussed the sub-

:

i:

.1-1

Write today for our
180 page catalog. It's FREE.
Kendall fc Whitney, Portland, Me.
Supplying /Agricultural Needs since 1658.

f.

S'.: -'-v u

*i

We are headquarters for
red granite. We have in
2
stock or in transit

Beers Red,

Magda Red,

Balmoral Red

CALL AND SEE THEM.

A. S.

But it won’t! The porch
floor gets much harder
wear than any other surface around the house.
That's why it should be
protected with a paint
that will stand that wear.

No collection

Lowe Brothers Porch
Floor paint is made especially for porch floors.

coin of the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation
in announcing the plans.
“The first of these is that in all feed
business handled by the co operatives the
the adopted policy.
open formula will be
For years the feed interests in the country have teen putting out mixed feeds
but the formulae have always been kept
Three standard formulae for the
secret.
co operatives hsve been worked out by
college scientists in eleven

no

HEAL, Belfast, Maine,
Collections

pay.

everywha

Creditors Mercantile Agency

We have it in all the

popular colors.

C. L. FISH, Manager,
cji’ai ft
Front St

z>,

35 Miller

Belfast

Belfast, Mail

Street,

1

agricultural

Write, call

Tel. 370.

states and adopted.”
The other point mentioned by Mr. Lincoln is that the feed', or their ingredients
slack season on
may be purchased at the
the market and carried at a small storage
charge until needed, making a large ad-

or

phone.

--•

Coughs and Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism

For

ditional saviDg.

and All Aches and Pains

Gave Advice.

Scores and scores of such letters show
that Dr. Tine’s Elixir has been most
successful for use in relieving constipa-

tion
Watch these symptoms: Constipation,
sour stomach, biliousness, cramps, eye.heavy and dull, bad breath, all gone fee
ing, headaches. They may lead to more
serious conditions—bad colds, grippe, etc.
To ward off or make an attack light, take
Dr. True’s Elixir, the True Family Laxative

Expeller.

Dr.
Whether child or adult, you
True’s Elixir to advantage. Pleasant t0
harmful
no
drugs
take, mild in action,
The herbs used in its preparation are imported and of strictly pure quality.
Safeguard your children from disordered bowels—give Dr. True’s Elixir, remembering that it has over seventy years’
reputation back of it. To better enjoy
yourself, good health is essential. The
intestinal tract should be kept properly
using Ur. Trues Elixir. It
cleansed
can

use

by
makes you more fit for life’s work, buoys
and
givea new spirit 40c, fOc, (1 20
up

can save money on
your clothes with a Spencer
Corset.

YOU

call and tell you why?
writs or telephone for

appointment.

MRS. Isaac s. hills
TEL. 72-23. R. 6 BELFAST

TUguttnd Sptnctr Conttitrt

ALL DRUGGISTS

Jlche?

35c and 65c, jars and tubes
Hospital size, $3.00

When you’re suffering from

headache,
backacke,
toothache,

Expert

neuralgia,
or

us

May I
Kindly

6; 6,

IMPORTED

It’s strange but true
that some people think any
old paint will do for the
porch floor.

ject.
“Besides getting the feeds direct fi%m
the manufacturer to the local co-operative elevator or farm bureau, thus saving
considerable of the usual distribution cost,
there are two features of the plan that
bid fair to change the complete system of
selling feeds," said Secretary M. D. Lin

and W orm

E

P—

A beautiful dark red— the reddest of reds.

TEN STATES JOIN IN SCHEME TO
PURCHASE FEED CO-OPERATIVELY.

England Druggist
Benson of
considerable

I? 'If

a-

rl?

=

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, W esteJ
ly, R. I. Red, Westerly, R. I., Pink, Niantic,*
Conn., Pink, St. Cloud, Minn., Red, W isconsin Mahogany, Warsaw, Wris., Red,

1

BALTIMORE ADVERTISING MAN
WORRIED ABOUT DAUGHTER
Son of New

I

"_

,-

an

That it reproduces songs, instrumental
music, speeches, etc., with just the right
volume to be clearly audible in natural
tones, is claimed for a new loud-speaker,
I shown in the October Popular Mechanics

la a letter addressed to Commissioner
of Insurance, G Waldon Smith, Gover-

Bean, do; land

Maine,

The old cry, "Take the tariff out of strike.
They wisely decided to work at
politics,” ia again heard. The tariff can- reduced wages during the summer. The
not be taken out of politics until both of
former wage scale has been restored and
«ur political parties agree on free trade,
the operators are facing the coming wintariff lor revenue only, or for protection. ter in much better circumstances than
We have bad, for several years, a sowould have been possible had they been
called, non-partisan tariff commission idle for several months.
of seven members. Some of them favor
free trade, some are protectionists and
Do not forget that the injunction which
the
some are abouf half way between
has been so bitterly denounced by Mr.
two extremes, some are Republicans and
Gompers and other radical leaders, does
This commission
some are Democrats.
not apply to nor is it to be invoked j
has investigated, discussed and reported
against lawabiding citizens. On the conbut has seldom reache i a unanimous contrary it is designed to restrain those who
clusion, and consequently Congress has break the law or conspire to do so.
paid little attention to its findings. It is
now' proposed to establish another com- J
HE DIDN’T FILL SILOS.
of the
miss.on to supplement the work
There are several members of Congress
We have too many
one we now have.
This one is who are obliged to use the 200-weight
commissions, bureaus, etc.
scales to ascertain their
not needed and we doubt if the present they step upon
heft.
Senator McCumber, of North Daone is worth the coat of its maintenance.
kota, tells an amusing story about the experience of one of these fullgrowns while
It ia not long since Mr. Samuel Gom- campaigning in a remote section of the
farmeis west.
pert predicted that 14,000,000
Entering a little country restaurant one
would unite with the members of the
morning, while the proprietor-waiterAmerican Federation to help each other. cook-cashier was working in the kitchen,
lr. Gompers and his theories are becom- he loudly hammered on one of the tables
ing discredited more and more each week. with his fist to attract attention.
‘‘Say, do you serve meals here? he
Neither the farmers nor millions of other
when the proprietor came in from
barked,
to
attention
working men now pay any
the kitchen wiping hia hands on his overIn fact worked
the utterancea of Mr. Gompers.
apron.
,
“Yea, we serve meals here, but we don t
the conaervative and law abiding memaa he started kitfill
he
snapped
silos,’’
that
Gomberi of the unions recognize
ehenward.
ia undermining the safe and sane

Fire Prevention Week

The

Good Health

Five fishing schooners are seeking the
honor of representing Yankee fishermen
in the race for the international fisheridea then was a mandate in America
man’s trophy late in October. The elimas a protest against injunction prostrike
which would have involved the United
ination races will be sailed October 12,
union
about
are
There
3,000,000
ceedings.
The ves13 and 14 off Eastern Point.
States in all the affairs of the Near East
They ought sels which will fight it out for the remen in the United States.
and would have put American soldiers
not to protest against an order which is sponsibility of trying to regain the trobetween the Turks and Greeks at the
the Halifax fishermade for making them and more than phy won last year by
milibe
now
we
should
to be Mayman Bluenose are expected
present time and
unfrom
abstain
folks
other
tant protectors of ail Europe against the 100,000,000
flower, Elizabeth Howard Yankee, Henry
lawful acts.
Ford aDd L. A. Dunton.
horde* of Turkey aod for many future
cotton

of

If You Want

The executive committee of the AmeriFederation of Labor have been considering whether it should order a general

The

Observance

Urges

Carll, Montville, to J. L. the community to do everything possible
and buildings in Montville.
to reduce this excessive tire waste.'
Cordial y yours,
Arvilla S. Webber, Belfast, to Robert
PERCIVAL P. PAXTER,
United States government now controls E. Cottrell, do; land in Beimont.
Governor oi Maine
the enforcement of the liquor laws,
Florence E Gatchell, Medway, Mass.,
land
which was formerly left to the Stites to Alonzo P Richards, Farmington;
“Camp Anywhere’’ is the name of the
and buildings in Northport.
and the municipalities.
which
Through the
specially equipped automobile
F. Hodgkins, Bangor, to Albert
Lucy
Rev. L W. West of Bath is driving. The
Federal Trade Commission the governM. Ames and L B. Merrithew, Stockton
the vehic'e very well as it
name suits
ment is attempting to (diminish fraud. Springs; land in Stockton Springs.
It is fitted out for
can camp anywhere.
The government has joined with the
Theophilus H. Sproul, Aintrrport, to Bleeping quarters for three, his a kitchen
T.J
He had it
States in a co operative system of high- Neva Jones WharlT, Rochester, N
ca inet and is well equipped
made for gunning and tried it cut for the
It has also joined land in Winterport.
way improvement.
Cassie A Martin and Mary A Martin, first time last week when the s ason('
with the States in a co-operative plan
Liberty, to Edwin C. Martin, do; land and opened on Merryniee’.ing o»y
for proper medical attention in maternity
buildings in I o,ston
cases.
It is proposed that the government shall erect a public building in every
Waldo County Veterans.
city or town having a first, second or
third class postoffice. It is proposed that
The Waldo Cou ity Veteran Associithe government shall extend its work in tion met with Mystic Grange, Belmont,
Breathe Right
Eat Right—Exerthe construction of internal canals; that Sept. 7th. It was a gala day for the
cise—and you will seldom need medithe government shall undertake the prowas the first time they
this
’61
as
of
boys
cine.
Fresh air day and night helps
tection of the banks of the Mississippi!
At an early hour
ever met in Belmont.
to keep your system in condition to
that tne government shall expend more the veterans began to gather at the hall.
esist colds and sickness.
Eat plain,
millions on Muscle Shoals.
Comrade I F. Cook called the meeting to
wh.
These are only a few of the projects order in the absence of President lr3sk.
^
which call for new or larger sums from It
ll*'« and fruiv
opened by singing America and readPS®
the Federal treasury, and many of them
avoiding ri' h
ing of the records. Two comrades were
<•
havejmerih But they indicate the reason reported as having answered the last r:!
last
since
our
Sergeant
continue
call
meeting:
why government expenditures
air r.
open
Busher of Montville and Otis Ryder of
to grow.
^R
Comrades Clark, Dickey and
Belfast.
In the ultimate analysis, responsibility
;|dRfcgRB JBB
Kendall were appointed to make arrangeABhL
/^SSbc^V -for large appropriations rests not with ments for the next meeting, to be held
Congress but with the citizenship of the at Granite Grange hall the first ThursBut If yon do eat too
h.-art:'""'of
,>..
wrong food, or get t
! ••>
country. It is useless to write to mem- day in October.
* : j
v.
tu.lv safely use
"L.K
Adjourned for dinner and 31 veterans
Atwo-d'a ilidi
bers of Congress in opposition to large
fine
in
smal.
doses,
when jour food dis
and 28 wives and 'other guests to the
tr.ss.s jon or when j,u
get l.:!i„us or
appropriations in general but at the same number of 250 marched to the banquet
nsl Pated
la*d for more than gixtv
f
rtime write to them in favor of particular hall to as fine a repast ai was ever
j.ars l
thousand* t people right here
in
ir
M
man.
K
the
to satisfy
inner
cep a bottle hand:- for cm
The two positions are nished
appropriations.
ergcn
rents.—l cent a dose, at
1 hd afternoon session was opened by
jour dealer <
Fed ral
inconsistent and irreconcilable.
Abbott.
and
Comrade
prayer by
singing
••L.F" MEDICINE CO.
Portland. Me.
appropriations will become materially leas A cordial welcome was extended the
visitors by Miss Arline Morse, Lecturer
or the increase will be checked only when
of Mystic Grange; response, Comrade
individual citizens In large numbers write
Gregory; piano duet, Marjorie Knowiton
to their Senators and Congressmen proand Arline Morse; song by the choir;
testing against, instead of favoring, the reading, Lenora Wellman; solo, Lawrence
specific schemes advanced upon the mis- Roberts; recitation, Le Forest Allenwood;
piano solo, Arline Morse. Comrade Hartaken theory that the public can get
ding gave the history or his regiment
States
United
from
the
govsomething
Several of
which was interesting to all.
ernment without paying for it. Payment the comra es made interesting remarks
but direct assistance in controlling almost
The
every form of human disease.

can

years.

following transfers in real estate
were recorded in the W ildo Coun'y Registry of Deeds for the week ending Sept.
18, 1922:
Ira A Jessiman. Monroe, to William
T. Foster, do; land and buildings in Mon-

Governor

and

pain from any other oause, try

Tuning

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone 126-4.

two and the pain stops
no habit-forming drugs
Have you tried Dr. Miles’ Nervine?
Atk your Druggitt
or

For

41tf

Sale

AJone-horse jigger

The Marshall properties, formerly P**®
»
Jonathan Elwel! estate, situated
fast, Northport and Stockton Spring**11
lows:
the

Contain

wagon,

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

RUGS

FOR SALE

Repairing

LLOYD D. McKEEN,

Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
One

Kiano

LAND IN

WANTED
SALESMAN: 1100 00 and commission to
sell guaranteed cord tires direct from factory at lowest prices.
GOODSTOCK. TIRE CO
1106 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

In the finest quality of sheep
and camel’s wool, and in
shades of blue and tan. The
prices are lower than those
offered in the Boston and
New Y ork stores. Call and
see them at the Journal office.

Giles G. Abbott,

AMY L. WILSON

Real Estate, Timberlands and
Fire Insurance

SUE M. PARTS 1DGE.

HAYfORD BLOCK. BELLAST, MAINE

WJ

Northport
place,
0
J
Northport Avenue opposite A.
ac
house, containing about thirty-four
3.

old

The

Save Your Coal
and buy wood by the ccrd length for 112,
We have a large
and stove fitted 8t $14.
supply ot first quality wood. All orders
; placed by the end of this month without
JOEL P WOOD,
advance in price.
tf3t>
lei. 177-14

J

CASTOR IA
Signature of

ao'*J

j

j

El"e‘j

1. 1 bat part of the Jonathan
side o
atead lying on the easterly
from Belfast to North port Ceropgronn
so-caue
adjoining the North Shore,
and
situated
the
beautifully
ing
^
from North shc>r*

point extending
to t
end weeterly aa-tbe shore runs
the core, unusually "*u.loc**e or* hotel eir
for a large summer residenc
acres.
taining about thirty-four
ten ‘cr'“
r
2. About one hundred and

hhore
southerly of and adjoining
called,

the road from

on

N°i“P°"

Temple Heights.

ground
K«»
long shore front and buildings
road westerly of the first mentiune

Land in Stockton

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

on

Preston

LAND IN NORTHPOKi

to

_
-.

BELFAST

Lot ot about 15 acres exteodtng
well w
Northport Avenue to the shore,
desirable for summer home or for cutting
into cottage lota.
*n
2. House and lot of one-eighth of
1.

adjoining above parcel

FROM CHINA

—

Sargent
29

Appl,t0

gjpp
^

...

Spring
"

AMONG BEADED BLOUSES

Text ot Presidents Veto

SMART ENGLISH TOPCOAT

of Soldiers’ Bonus Bil'.
is returned, without approH R- 10874, a bill to provide adjusted
veterans of the
compensation for the
world war and for other purposes
of the bill to
\V ilh the avowed purpose
of a nation’s gratitude to
expression
give
its defense in the
in
those who served
world war, 1 am in accord, but to its proThe Lulled
visions I do not subscribe.

Herewith

val

cease to be
States never will

grateful,

it

cannot and never will cease giving expression to that gratitude
In legislating for whatii called adjusted
compensation Congress failed, first of all,
from which the
to provide the revenue
bestowal is to be paid.
Moreover, it establishes the very dangerous

precedent

of

It's toasted. This
one extra process

creating a treasury

covenant to pay which puts a burden,
variously estimated between fourand live
billions, upon the American people, not to
discharge an obligation, which the government always must pay, but to bestow a
bunus which the soldiers themselves,
while serving in the world war, did not

public credit. Moreover, thp certificate
plan of payment is little less than certi
lied inability of the government to pay
and invites a practice of sacrificial barter

expect.

It is not to be denied that the nation
has certain very biding obligations to
those of its delenders who made real sacrifices in the world war, and who left the

“Would Undermine Conti fence”
It is worth remembering that the public
credit is founded on the popular belief in
the defonsibility of public expenditures,
and well as the government’s ability to
Loans come from every rank in
pay.
life, and our heavy tax burdens reach,
directly or indirectly, every element in
our citizenship
To add one-sixth of the
total sum of our public debt for a distri

injured, disabled or diseased, so
that they could not resume their places in
the|normal activities of life. These obligations are being gladly and generously met.
Perhaps there are here and there inefficienand injustices, and some distressing
instances of neglect, out they are all unintentional, and every energy is being
directed to their earliest possible correccies

Estimate for Year

RICH, NEW AND ELEGANT

butio 1 among less than live millions out
of one hundred and ten millions, whether
inspired by grateful sentiment or political
ex ediency, would undermine the confidence on which our credit is builded and
establish the precedent of distributing
public funds whenever the proposal and
the numbers affected make it seem politically appealing to do so.
Congress clearly appraised the danger
of borrowing directly to finance a bestowal which is without obligation and
manifestly recognized the financial problems with which the nation is confronted.
Our maturing promises to pay within the
current fiscal year amount to approximately $4,000,000,000, most of which will
Wi hin the next
have to be refunded.
six years more than $10,000,000,000 of
debt will mature anu will have to be
These outstanding and maturfinanced.
ing obligations are difficult enough to
meet without the complication of added
borrowings, every one of which threatens
higher interest, and delavs the adjustment to stable government financing and
the diminution of federal taxes to the
defensible cost of government.

tion.
In meeting this obligation there is no
complaint about the heavy cost. In the
current fiscal year we are expending $510,000,000 on hospitalization and c re of sick
and wounded, on compensation and vocational training for the disabled, and for
insurance. The figures do not include the
more than $35,000,000 in process of expenditure on hospital construction.

$470,000,000.

follow are
the figures
Though the
may need to be made larger.
peak in hospitalization may have passed,
there is a growth in domicilization and
the discharge in full of our obligations, to
the diseased, disablcdor dependent who
have a right to the government’s care,
with insurance-liability added, will probably reach a total sum in excess of $25,to

approximately $470,000,000 and

000,000,000.

Everybody

Republican Journal Pub. Co.

Club House

Cigars

kT“S

If you like Havanas,
there is nothing better

Jjidney
r/

Mr

P

13c, 2 for 25c

^ave never had the alightest sign
a
ney trouble since recommending
■ Kidney Pills.’’
•*> healers. Foster-Milburn Co.

Mfra, Buffalo,

N. Y.

A very handsome wrnp of black
duvetlne, with n large collar and bang
trimmings of caracul fur, Is pictured
here. It will compel many a lingering
and longing look from those who ap
Its rich appenrnnce, Its
The sleeves
gance and warmth.
cut In one piece with the bnck,
have a very wide flare. Narrow

predate

ele
art

and
silk
bands for trimming emphasize thg
cape-like lines of the body of the coat

AMONG THE NEW HATS

Plain, rich hats of beaver, velours or
felts with wide sashes and collars oi
heavy, handsome ribbon, are the choice
of many discriminating women who Insist upon fine, but simple headwear
for their little girls. There Is nothing
prettier than these fine-grained hats.

LOVELY SMALL HATS

SHINGLES
We have

Sold

j

a tun line

of

shingles

in our yard on Primrose street
at reasonable prices, delivered
without charges.

at all

Dealers

|

-Results CountTHE PIONEER CHIROPRACTOR

Georgia A. Davis

i

80 MAIN STREET

Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

MILTON B. HILLS

9 to 11 o’clock A. M.

Tel. 205

GOLOmE^
5MR-E

&

IT..H.-.1

^it.^ Uw'-

You Smile
^Did
■>3
This Morning?
r'l
Three models, us shown here, reveal
the distinguishing features of the new
At the top a wide
season’s hats.
brimmed velvet hat bears hnndsom<
Japanese aigrettes, set under a Jeweled
Below It a dl$
bar across the front.
tingulshed hat of metal cloth and vel
vet illustrates the graceful placing ol
A simpler round
feather ornaments.
It Is made ol
hat finishes the group.
velvet In two colors.

PRETTY DRESS-UP FROCK

y-^

yjf-'

small hats lllus-?
Intricate handwork and bril-'
the new season’s millinery,*
l’erslnn embroideries embelmaterials.
Lovely feather
trimmings and metal ornaments of
aluminum or silver tinsel,'.braid, bead
and yarn embroideries, find suitable
background In rich velvet or hatters'
Three
trate the
Ilauce of
in which
lish rich

delightful

plush, and In velours

or

;•

S

USKgss
nsss&LS

'-AXAtmj
miv.ft.Mjyi

MOWING

/

Ig

“A smile a day
Iwl
Keeps the doctor away’*
Finest tor sick headache, sourBH|
stomach, bilious liver, constipa- R'l
ted bowels.

Quick,

\

don't sicken

All DruggUt*

achea.

li’iirsi
|
«*•?“'”i

Take tonight for aM
gripe.
morning smile.
^Li
or

’

fid

bad »lomach i

should be aa
lhan permanent,
«J The ri«b»

1

8

^

^ upon *e

,emedJ. enrichthe blood.
1 aid
tanUpoitoM
| and strengthen
castl^°every
bodly Unctaon
f

A hnUgsoltheatosna
in

suede-flnished

■?

W L. COOK

cloths.

SILK EMBROIDERED CLOTH

u who
15 The Urge nutnba
have sueceashd T
(
recommended lor all

|

p^artBUin-,

Tb# Circlet ii

than a Brassier#. h’*
and simply slips orrr
the head, clasps at the waist
uderarm, and smooths oat ogly !■«««

_r*

l

Licensed Embalmer
Belfast, Maine.

Tel. 61-3

Special Notice

"

I

W SIMMS WN

CjmciiESTERSPjyLLa
UdiNl Aik your Vratahi fcf/A
Chl-«hee-ter a DlemondUrtid/Ar
1*11 la In Red and Hold ■nettllleVw
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.' V/

We wish to inform the public that wc
doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
with you.
we would be pleased to talk
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me

-IS&SsmBbat

I, years

At 72 Main Sheet, Belfast.

dress-up frock for the “flapperette" suits her pretty slender figure
It Is mads
and early youth exactly.
of duvetlne and trimmed with petals
same cloth lined with crepe de
chine In a bright, contrasting color.
The petals are set about the round
neck, which Is finished with a corded
piping, and the kimono sleeves: are
lengthened to the elbow by puffs of
crepe de chine drawn up Into a band

EASTERN’S NEW BOATS.
The keel plates of two freight steamers
for the Eastern Steamship Lines, Ltd.,
been laid at Sparrow’s Poi it, Md.,
the delivery is promised for next
,1 anuary. The ships will be placed on the
Boston-New York route, and aB soon as
they go into commission one of the
freight boats now operating in that service will probably be sent to Portland to
take the place of the Delaware on the
Portland-New York run. The design of
the new boats embodies up to date devices for rapid loadling of cargoes. Their
names have not been announced.
have

and

A quiet and rich straight-line dres^
that will please the matron, especlallj
if she is stout and likes long lines—is
made of a smooth-faced cloth and em
broldered in silk in two colors, one o|
Its sleeves
them matching the dress.
are uneven at the wrist and faced with
crepe de chine to above the

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

and kitchen stoves,

LOST
DEPOSIT BOOK No. 3723, issued by the
Waldo Trust Com any, Belfast. Finder
will please return same to
WALDO TRUST COMPANY.
Belfast, Sept. 18, 1922—3w38

For Sale Cheap
FOR CASH. Building lot 70x148, in
Brooks Village. Town water and electric
lightfservice on street fronting lot: Inquire of
6w35
H. H. HUTCHINSON.

prs-

Nen«» Hygienic-Fashion Institute
120 East 1 6th St.. Nsw York.
Dsp’t M.

WANTED
Second

Kit.hen

land

JSta'e price first

Sox

185,

Range

letter.

Belfast, Maine

Dr. A, M.

Lothrop

DENTIST

parlor

price' second nantl

Colonial Theatre

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

J. AUSllS McKEF.X,

27tf

FINE HOME FOR SALE
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms
City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
Excellent summer or year round
office.
MAURICE W. LORD
dwelling.
tf4a
Hayford Block. Belfast, Me.

AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING

Catarrh Is a local disease greatly influconditions.
constitutional
enced
by
MEDICINE is a
HALL'S CATARRH
and
acts
through
Tonic, taken internally,
mucous
surfaces
the
the blood upon
CATARRH
HALL'S
of
the
system.
MEDICINE assists Nature in restoring
normal conditions.
Circulars free.
All Druggists.
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo. Ohio.

f£i5* Smt 34 to 48.

paid.

Rt^aha:

elbow.__

CATARRH

If your dealer can't get it. tend
actual
tl£'m
"*,"•*/ address and

31

FOR SALE
Low

This

knownas Best,C-fest, Always

sou unmuoC'SiSf'n'-'W

tf47,

SINCE 1882

^RS_1

rjE§g§_J

are

j

more

Srlf-Adjustinf,

Undertaker

of the

Smoke

to reach all.

hope

Please send your order to the

Loses.

The coal strike has ended and both soft
and hard coal miners are back at work at
the same wages and the sau.e working
conditions that prevailed on April last
The net result
when the strike began.
of the walkout is a loss of hundreds of
millions in strikers’ wages, more millions
in operators’ profits, still more millions to
consumers in higher prices for fuel, and a
great deal of discomfort to all concerned.
It is true that a coal commission will inquire into the coal industry with a view
to recommending beneficial reforms, but
otherwise the stitus quo of last spring
Whether the fault
has been maintained.
lies with the workers or the owners, the
fact is that the stupidity of strikes has
seldom been so glaringly revealed as in
the coal controversy. Neither side gained
its object, and both sides and the public
lost heavily, and the stigma of the Herrin
and West Virginia outrages still remain

SALE

■In every store in Waldo County outside of
Belfast. The Journal has a large circulation in the county, and by this

License 377.

That morning

of

ON

fare.

lameness—those sharp
pains when bending or lifting, make work
a burden
and rest impossible.
Don’t be
handicapped by a bad back—look to your
kidneys. You will make no mistake by
following this Belfast resident’s example:
Mrs. C. C. Cunningham, 37 Court St.,
Save the following statement November
2, 1910; I was taken down with the grip
and after my recovery I noticed
my kid
ncys were disordered.
My back began to
ache and got so bad I couldn’t dress my•elf,
Many a day 1 had to let my housework go undone I was so miserable.
Dizzy spells came on and I had to go and
he
down, as it seemed to blind me for the
time being. I went to the Old Corner
Store and got a supply of Doan’s
Phis. I used them for about three
weeks and was rid of the trouble eutireaIn now having the best of health.’’
*u*uit 28. >920, Mrs. Cunningham

Republican Journal

means we

gets and added to indebtedness until the
whole world is staggering under the loan;
we have been driving in every direction
to curtail our expenditures and establish
economies without impairing the essentiIt has
als of governmental activities.
It is
beeu a difficult and unpopular task.
than
to
to
expend
vastly more applauded
deny. After nearly a year and a quarter
of insistence and persuasion, with a concerted drive to reduce government expenditures in every quarter possible, it
would wipe out everything thus far accomplished to add now the proposed burden, and it would rend the commitment
of economy and saving so essential to our
future welfare.
The financial problems of the government are too little heeded until we are
face to face with a great emergency. The
diminishing income of the government
due to the receding tides of business and
attending incomes, has beeu overlooked
momentarily, but cannot be long ignored.
The latest budget figures for the current
fiscal year show an estimated deficit of
more than $650,000,000 and a further deli
cit for the year succeeding even after
counting upon all interest collection on
foreign indebtedness which the governTo add to our
ment is likely to receive.
pledges to pay, except as necessity compels, must seem no less than governmental folly.
Inevitably it means increased
taxation, which Congress was unwill ng
to levy for the purpose of this bill and
will turn us from the course toward economy so essential to promote the activi
ties which attribute to the common wel-

WHY THAT LAME BACK?

n„

Very English and very capable la
this smart fall overcoat model.
It Id
made of a novelty woolen, plaid-ha>.
fabric and has a graceful, convertible!
collar, roomy sleeves and capacious,
Two large buttons on thej
pockets.
coat, which Is double breasted, and one i
on the collar, take care of the fasten-?
lng of this trustworthy topcoat.

SIMPLE BUT VERY FINE

More than 99,000 veterans are now enrolled in some of the 445 different courses
Fifty four thouin vocational training.
sand of them are in schools, or colleges,
estab
more than 38,060 are in industrial
Must Diminish Our Burdens.
lishments, and a few more than 6000 are
It is sometimes thoughtlessly urged
the
schools
in
by
operated
trained
being
that it is a simple thing for the rich reveterans’ bureau.
to add four billions to its indebtedpublic
Approximately I9.0C0 have completed ness. This impression comes from the
their courses and have employment in all readiness of the public response to tlje
cases where they desire it, and 53,000
government’s appeal for funds amid the
have deferred for the present time their stress of war.
It is to be remembered
The
uuinber
eliacceptance of training.
that in the war every body was ready to
reach
close
to
law
may
gible under the
Let us not recall the comgive his all.
400,000 and facilities will continue to be paratively few exceptions.
Citizens of
of
the
unmindful
necessary
afforded,
every degree of competence loaned and
is
fulfilled.
until
obligation
every
costs,
sacrificed, precisely in the same spirit
Two hundred and seventy-six thousand that our armed forces went out for sermore
been
have
hospitalized,
patients
vice.
The war spirit impelled To a war
than a quarter of a million discharged, necessity there was but one answer, but
and 25,678 patients are in our hospitals a peace bestowal on ex-service men, as
today.
though the supreme offering could be
Four hundred and sixteen thousand paid for with cash, is a perversion of
awards of compensation have been made public funds, a reversal of the polict
death or disability, and which exalted
on account of
patriotic service in the
$$480,000,000 have been paid to disabled past, and suggests that future defense is
One
relatives.
men or their dependent
to be inspired by compensation rather
hundred and seventy-five thousand dis- than consciousness of duty to flag and
are
now
men
receiving
abled ex-service
country.
compensation along with medical or hosI he pressing problem ot the governa quarter of
and
needed
care
where
pital
ment is that of diminishing our burdens,
a million checks go out monthly in disIt is the
rather than adding thereto.
tributing the eight million dollar pay- problem of the world. War inflations and
ment on indisputable obligations.
budunbalanced
have
war expenditures

Cites k'stimatea of Costs
i recite the figures to remind the Congress how generously and how properly
it has opened the treasury doors to discharge the obligations of the nation to
those to whom it indisputably owes comThough undying
pensation and care.
gratitude is the meed of every one who
served, it is uot to he said that a material
bestowal b an obligation to those who
emerged from the great conflict uot only
unharmed, but physically, mentally and
spiritually richer for the great experience.
If an obligation were to be admitted, it
would be to charge the adjusted compensation bill with inadequacy and stinginess
wholly unbecoming our republic. Such
be
a bestowal to be worth while must
Clearly
generous and without apology.
the bill returned herewith takes cognizance of the inability of the government
wisely to bestow, and says, in substance,
“We do not have the cash, we do not
believe in a tax lew to meet the situation. but here is our note, you may have
This is
our credit for what its worth.”
not compensation, but rather a pledge by
branch
executive
the Congress, while the
of the government is left to provide for
payments falling due in ever-increasing
amounts.
When the bill'was under consideration
in the Mouse I expressed the conviction
that any grant of bonus o ight to provide
the means ot paying it, and 1 was unable
to suggest any plau other than that of a
general sales tax. Such a plan was unacceptable to the Congress, and the bill
has been enacted without even a sugIugested means of meeting the cost,
deed, the cost is not definitely known,
the
either for the immediate future, or in
ultimate settlement. The treasury estimates, based on what seems the most
likely exercise of the options, figures the
direct cost at approximately $145,000,000
for 1923; $225,000,000 for 1924; $114,000,000 for 1925; $312,000,000 for 1926, making a total of $795,000,000 for the first
four years of its operation and a total
cost in excess of $4,000,000,000.
No estimate of the large indirect cost ever has
been made. The certificate plan sets up
no reserve against the ultimate liability.
The plan avoids auy considerable direct
outlay by the government during the
earlier years of the bill’s proposed opera
tions, but the loans on the certificates
would be floated on the credit of the nation. This is borrowing on the nation’s
credit just as truly as though the loans
were made by direct government borrowing and involves a dangerous abuse of

The

One of those pretty crepe de clilnt
blouses with n rich embroidery ol
bugle beads, flint are with us In forc<
this fall. Is shown here.

which 1 cannot sanction.

armies

The estimates for the year

We Would Like to Have

gives a delightful
quality that can
not be duplicated

Auto tops, curtains and cushions made and repaired. Slip
covers for all cars.
Special
Ford Sedan slip covers.

LORD & CO.
Tel. 343-3

gjtf

WSunburn
m
m

and

sect bites
you

in-^
■

make

unhappy

I

ImentholatumI
M cools and soothes#
% and gends M
heals

Room

to

Let

All modem conveniences—
front

comer room.

Apply

The Journal Office.

to

Do Not

The News of Belfast

Neglect

■■

Your Blood

chimney
fire in the Msrsano block oif High street,
at about 7 30 o’clock, Monday evening.
A

tf it is in abnormal condition, the
ger yon delav taking a good blood
dicine like Hood’s Snr-aparilla.
it will take and the more
it v ''1 be for von to get

rim It

J. H. Cole is employed
della’ estate in Belfast.

on

J

W. Biais-

given for

s

be present

|

Keyes has made here since she and
mother went to Montana in 1881, and
Flora
where her mother soon after died.

good start, but was disto prevent its spreiding.

party and a constant
attendant at the Colonial Theatre remarkand
ed after the presentation of “Blood
An

cut-of

town

the

usual.

same as

that

Mrs

of the country are doing their part in
this, one of the most vital causes. See
articles in other columns of The Journal.

a

Corner.
Mr.

assistant in the post Office.

Ethel H. Baker, who has been
spending the summer with her mother,
Mrs. Helen Baker and sister, Miss Jessie
a). Baker, left Thursday fo. New York
SCity, where she will resume her position
as principal of a private school.
Miss

The Ministerial Association of the Methodist Churches of the Western District
will convene here Oct 2-3. Entertainment has been provided for the visiting
guests. Dinner and supper will be served
the M. E. vestry for the guests on Tuesday, Oct. 3.

•at

The many friends here and elsewhere of
Mrs. Julia White of White’s Corner, who
had a severe ill turn Thursday will hope
for ber restoration to health She is attended at present by Mrs. Leslie A. White
of Whites’ Corner and Mrs. Lewis E
White of West Winterport. Dr. L. H
Smith is the attending physician.

Mizpab Rebekah Lodge observed the
71st anniversary of Rebekah Odd Fellowship on its regular meeting Wednesday
evening, the noble grand Mrs. Anna D.
Fernald, presiding, nearly every office
present and a goodly attendance of mem- j
bers. After the usual business routine
was concluded, Mrs. Ethel A. Knowles,
chairman of entertainment committee,
presented the following program which
was enjoyed by all: selection by Knowles
orchestra, who kindly responded to several encores; essay on the Rebekah branch
«f Odd Fellowship, Mrs. Annie R Fernald;
vocal solo Joshua Treat Jr. who responded
«to an encore; anniversary poem Mrs. Anmie B. Clements; humorous story Reuben
tSnow, An interesting and instructive ad•dress on Rebekah Odd Fellowship its inception, recognition, progress, growth
and influence, by Judge Ellerv Bowden,
ast grand master of the Grand Lodge of
Maine I. O. O. F., was listened to with
close attention and mterest by all. Reading, Mrs. Addie Shaw Remarks by Mrs.
I. H. Davis, I. H. Davis, Joshua Treat Jr.
and others added much to the interest and
pleasure of the meeting. A light lunch of
sandwiches, cake, coffee, etc. was served
in the banquet ball after the meeting
closed with Mrs. Campbell and Miss Nelson, committee.

ness.

The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Coville of New Bed-

and Mrs. Arthur L.

ford.

They

accompanied

here by auto and were
by several relatives.

came

Alfred Stinson,
best known and

one

of Waldo county

were

Mn. Emma MacKenzie of Rockport is
wiaiting Mra. Leroy Morae.
Mr.
:

(.iu'tVU_^i.

Mra. David Mahoney of Lin*
"'led on Mrs. F E. Gelo.

J. F.

recent caller
Marriner.

Bargees of Rockport was a
pf hia daughter, Mrs. Albert

Mr. Fred Wyman of Northport waa the
g ueet of hia sister, Mrs. A. E. Mahoney
25 e« 20th.
Mn. Mary Burgeaa baa returned home
of ter an extended visit with relatives in

Stockport
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Heald of Masnacbuaetta are guests of their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heald.
Mr. and Mrs. Amoa Mahoney of Linco lnville were recent callers of Mr. and
M rs. A. H. Mahoney.
Mn Pearl Hills, Mrs. Lou Hills, Mrs.
Fannie Wadlin of Northport and Miss
Gels Hills of Somerville, Mass., called on
Mn Clara Gelo Sept 20th.

F.

recent visitors at A. G.

morning

a

tew

■

FREEDOM
Drigo Grange

Beachmont, Mass.,
weeks with Mrs. Maria

Mr. and Mrs

family,

has returned
Miss Dorothy Penney
from Gardiner where she has been a g uest
for a short lime of Mrs Ella Crockett.

Percy Bessey spent Saturday in
Montville with her mother, Mrs Alice
Penney, who is in poor health at the preMrs.

sent time.

Mr. and Mrs. F. N, Flye and daug ter
Ruby and sister, Eflie M. Flye, were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Blake and family in Auburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman VViggin and two
daughters from Rocklan
Mass., spent
the past week with Mr. VViggin’s sister,
Mrs. Frank Tyler and family, returning
home last Sunday.
Mrs

R*v- WTHE FEDERATED CHURCH,
26 High
F. Skerrye, minister; residence
do not
street; telephone, 86*4. Please
fail to telephone the minister of any case
of illness or distress where his service
morning service
may be helpful. Sunday
of Our
at 10.45; sermon topic, “The Faitn
Fathers.” A cordial invitation is extended to all. Here let no man be <“T»n«er.
“Whosoever thou art that entereat this
for
a
church, leave it not without prayer
and for
thyself, for him who ministers, school
those who worship here." Sunday
service.
immediately after the morning
the
The newly formed adult class, under
will
leadership of Mrs. F. W. Brown,
The attention ot parmeet down stairs.
fact
ents and children is called to the
cothat the Sunday school needs their
operation, that of the parents through
the encouragement and sympathy they
that °‘
can give the children, and
their faithful attend-

children through

The boy who said, “Faith means beis
lieving something that isn’t true,
But
supposed to have perpetrated a joke.
in jest.
“Many a true word is spoken
That boy was wiser
This is one of them.

welt system

granddaughter
Sacramento, Calif.,
and

the A umni with the school of the
pres^r’ "^otln Taylor, The duties
u*’
of the
Parents. Last on the program was
singing by a chorus of girls, after which
games were enjoyed byr all.

\

W. A. JOHNSON
Lower Main Street
report of THE CONDITION OF

The City National Bank, at
at the dose of

in the State of Maine,

Belfast,

business

on

September 15, 1922.
RESOURCES

Dollar*. Cj*

Loans and discounts, including rediscounts, acceptances of other
hanks and foreign bills of exchange or dratta sold with indorsement
of thia bank. $1,887,460 58
ToUl loans.
Overdraft- secured, unsecured

U. S. Government securities Owned
Deposited to secure circulation. (U S. bonds, par value).
All other United States government Securitiea..
Total..
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc.
Ranking house, furniture and fixtures.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Rank.
Caah in vaulU anc amounts due from National Ranks
Checks on other banka in the same city or town as reporting bank
Total of items.
Miscellaneous cash items.
Redemption fund with U.S. Treasurer and due from U S. Treasurer
.'**"..
Other assets, if any

1.887,460 58
211

60,000 00
418,861 07

478.881 07
1,478,08901
32,51051
143.561 74
r-o.048 29
3,12759

...

_

88,175 82
22.40 1 49

22,40148
3.O00C0
266 00

—.

...

$4,140,527 33

Total...—_
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.
Surplus lund.
$72,902 08
Undivided profits

Dollars. Ct
$20>i.000 CO
160,000 08
*2.902 MS
28,996 81

Reserved for.
Less current expenses, interest and taxes pai.i
Circulating notes outstanding.
Amounts due to National Banks.
Amounts due to State banks, bankers and trust companies ih the
United Ststes and foreign countries.
Certified checks outstanding.
Cashier's checks on own bank outstanding.
Total of items.

13.905 27
60.000 00

2,01145
102
38 80
19.575 19

21.626 46

Demand deposits, (other than bank deposits) subject to reserve (deposits payable within 30 days):
Individual deposits subject to clieck.
Certificates of deposits due in less than 30 days (other than for

708,170 99
785 65
235 50

borrowed).....
Dividends unpaid
Total demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to remoney

...

709,192 14
serve.*.
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days or subject
to 30 days or more notice and postal savings):
Certificates of dej < sit (other than money borrowed).
Other demand depoaits ...*•*.
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve. $2,988,292 95
Liabilities other than above stated (Banking House Depreciation)
/

17,51051

$4,140,52733

Total.
State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
I, R. A. Bramhall, 1 ashier of the above-named bank,
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Subscribed and

7196897
2,916,32418

--

sworn

do solemnly

that

swear

the abovi

BRAMHALL, Cashier.
to before me this 21st day of September, 1922,
ROBERI
F.
UUNTON, Notary Public.
[seal.]
R. A.

Correct—Attest:
C W. WEsCOTT,

)

SELWYN THOMPSON,
CHAb. P. HAZELTINE.

STATE OF MAINE.

Director*.

I

THE

Solo, Miss Marion Small; monologue,
COUNTY OF WALDO. SS.
by Miss Helen Kuowiton; speeches, by
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Hon George
Bryant, History of Freedom
Judicial Court next tn be holden at Belfast,
Academy; Principal Parlin, The Co-operawithin and for the County of Waldo, on the
tion of
first Tuesday of January, in the year of our
teachers, students and parents;
Vv m.
Lord one thousand nine hundred and twentyThompson, on the Cooperation of

Davis Sample Shop

WILL HAVE ON
three:
Elsie M. Crosby of Belmont, in the County
12.
of Waldo and State of Maine, respectfully
libels and gives this Honorable Court t^. be informed: that she was lawfully married to Cues
Out Sale of
A
K, Crosby of parts unknown, at Meriden,
Conn., on the 26th day of October, A. D. 1917;
tnat since said marriage one child has been
born to them, to wit, Bradford L. Crosby, four
years old; that since sail marriage your libelant has conducted herself towards the said
Guss F. Crosby as a faithfu1, chaste and affectionate wife; that the said Guss F. Crosby,
wholly unmindful of the same on the 15th day
of January, A. D. 1918, utterly deserted your
libelant, without reasonable cause, and has
This will be a
continued said desertion for three consecutive
to got winter coats, suits and
years next prior to the filingfof this libel; that
" e are
your libelant nas resiled in this State in good
skirts at a low
faith for more than one year prior to the date
Belfast
in
of
business
out
hereof
going
Wherefore your libelant prays that a divorce
and the stock has got to be sold.
from the bonds of matrimony between herSee ad. next week.
self and the said libelee may be decreed, and !
that the care and custody of their
minor
■
child may be given to her.
And the libelant further alleges that she
has used reasonable diligence to ascertain the
present residerce of said libelee, but is unable
to do so, and does not know where it is.
Dated at Belfast, Me this 23rd day of Sep
One half of house at 33 Church street.
tember, A. D. 1922
All modern conveniences and verandah
(Signed) ELSIE M. CROSBY, Libelant.
245-13.

Thursday, October
Closing

Winter Coats,

Do You Know
that

Tile

we carry

in stock

Pipe

Suits, Skirts

good opportuitv
price,

Galvanized Pipe
Conductor

1

Pipe

Trough
Engines
Saw Rigs
Eaves

TO LET

Beaver Board

nquire

Ruberoid Roofing
Ruberoid

W aldo, ss.. Sept. 23, 1922. The said
ant mace oath that the above allegation
the residence of the lioelee ia true.
Before me,

Strip
Shingles

(Signed)

(Ruberoid Products Approved by Underwriters.)

illlllf
Belfast, Me.

Shingle

Tel. 55

Stain

OiT

make your own
Stain by Mixing
Dry Ochre vrith this Oil.

You

can

Shingle

CLIFF

as

COTTAGE

Swan*

LOST
A GOLD WRIST WATCH last Wednesday evening. Finder please return to
MYRTLE SIMPSON.
'
Telephone 211-3.

on

premises

or

telephone

Woolens

to

Material for ladies’ wear direct from
factory. Write for sample and mention
garment planned.

H. C. BUZZELL.
Justice of the Peace*

F. A. PACKARD,
Box B, Camden, Maine.

3m36

ss.

Supreme Judicial Court in Vacation.
Belfast, September 25th, A. D. 1922.
Upon tne annexed writ and libel, it is ordered
by me, tht; undersigned, a Justice of said Court,
that notice be given to the Libelee by publishing an attested copy of the same, cr an
abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Bel
fast,in the County of W aldo.the last publication
to be sixty days at least before the next term
of said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the first Tuesday of
January next, that he may then and there
appear in said Court and answer thereto, if
CHARLES J. DUNN,
he see fit.
Justice Supreme Ji dicial Court.
A true copy of Writ, Libel, and Orde’Rof
3w39
Court thereon.
Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.

FOR SALE
Lake, near dance pavilion, located in Swanville, Me., eight miles from
Cottage with
Belfast on State highway.
contents, also stable with lot of land 8x
shore
rights. The loca11 rods, including
tion is one of the most desirable on the
west side of the lake with beautiful view,
etc.
Property may be seen by inquiring
on premises. Sealed bids will be received
at any time, to be opened on October 27,
1922, at 7 p. m., with power to accept or
reject one or all bids. Send bids to
DR F. C SMALL or
GEO. O HART,
Belfast, Maine.
5w39

At

libel-

STATE OF MAINE.

Waldo,

a
Howard, Congress street, followed by
and t eir
picnic supper for the members
Mrs. Howard and Mrs.
families with
Thursday, dele
Robertson, hostesses.
S. S. conCounty
the
attend
will
gates
vention at SearsporL Thursday evening,
mid-week service. All are cordially inBible
vited. Friday afternoon the senior
Union
class meet with Mrs. Randell,
street, followed by a picnic supper.

ance.

| (JOODYEAR

The T reshman reecption was held in
t ie Grange Hail last Friday night.
The
T resnman Class and friends and parents
ol the Academy were received by Principal John Parlin and Mrs. Parlin, Dr. and
Mrs. A. M. Small, Miss Margaret Sargent
and Miss Marcia
Hurd, after which the
following program was carried out: Piano

—Welcome
MonThe appointments for this week:
at 13
day evening. Junior Scout meeting
afCedar street. 7 o’clock. Wednesday
ternoon and evening, the regular meeting
! of the Sewing Circle with Mrs. Gerala

j

Mary Noyes

Lora Starbuck from
have been guests of Mrs James Jackson
and family and Mrs Ralph Clement and
s
n, the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fuller C. W entworth have
returned lrom their wedding trip through
the While Mountains, Kaugley Lakes and
Farmington. Mrs. Wentworth will stop
for a while with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W illard Sparrow.

and need a Saviour—and to whosoever
its doors
will, this church opens wide
and in the name of Jesus the Lord says

:

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY AND TIME BY
LETTING US SAVE YOUR SOLES.
We use t/ie*

..

Mrs. Frank Tyler and brothers Norman
and Vaughn, and their wives were guests
their aunt, Mrs. Sara
last Friday of
Thompson, in Belfast.

providence, adore His power, frequent
His service, pray unto Him without ceasour minds;
ing; to bear Him constantlyin
Him
to teach our thoughts to reverence
where
in every place, for there is no place
He is not.
To all who mourn and need comfort—
all
to all who are tired and need rest—to
who are frien Hess and want friendship—
to all who are lonely and want companand want
ionship—to all who are homeless
and to
sheltering love—to all who pray
who sin
all who do not but ought to all

i

in Ainion

Mr. and Mrs. W W. Blake, of Auburn
were
guests last Tuesday, of ElTie M.
Flye and Fred N Flye and family.

His

1

E

Downer motored to

W

Madison Sunday.
Mrs. Mae Knowlton spent several days
th« past week with her son Cleve and

duty then,

1

will hold its annual fair

Oct. 21.

Rev.
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
tieorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Cedar. Telephone 123-11.
The appointed services of this church
..ill be held at 10.45 and 7 30 on Sunday
with Bible school at 12 o’clock, and ChrisThe midtian Endeavor Society at 6.30
week service Thursday evening at 7.30
On the coming Sunday the Ordinance
of the Lord’s Supper will be administered
at the close of the morning service and
all membe.s of the church are earnestly
reminded of the vital duty of the Chris
»o retian, to keep faith with Christ
membrance of Him.” Sermon theme:
t
“I he Poured Out Heart of Man Upon he
Heart of God.” Text: "Pour out your
hearts before Him; God is a refuge for
us.” Ps. 62:8. Evening address, “A God
with the Broken Face, and The God with
5:4
a Broken Heart.” Text 1 Sam.
"Think magnificently of God, my s n,
That is the door into
said Patermus
magnificent living and praying and serving. The heaven and earth; the sun,
unimoon and stars; the whole opening
truth
verse of our day; the Scriptures of
of
with all that they contain; the church
her
Christ with all her services and all
us
saints, all we see before us teach
and compel us, indeed, to think madnificently of God. They have all fulfilled
the office of their creation when they
have all combined to make us think magnificently of their Maker. And it is our
as His children, to magnify

Larby’s.

died Wednesday morning at his home in Clarke.
F. R. York, Mrs. A. B. Payson and
North Searsport. He was a Civil War
veteran and for ma ty years the efficient j Master Marion Goodwin of Brooks were
secretary of the Waldo County Veterans’ guests at G. H. York’s, Sept. 17.
Association. His obituary will be given
A special meeting of No. Waldo Poin our next issue. The funeral will be mona grange was held with Northern
held at the church in North Searsport Light Grange at White’s Corner, Sept. 20}
Friday at 2 p. m. and will be attended by
Mr. and Mrs. W-. E. Whitney, son Earie
friends from Belfast and vicinity.
and Mr. and Mrs. James Riley of NewMr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Bradstreet of port were guests of C. O. Whitney, Sept.
Palermo announce the engagement of 20.
their daughter Florence A. Bradstreet and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Day of Boston
|
Edward S. Grant of Monroe. No date and Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Pendleton of
for the wedding is public. Miss Brad- Amherst, N. H
were guests of C. H.
street is at the Tapley Hospital, where Libby and family, Sept. 20 and 21.
She is
she has made many friends.
Mrs. Florence Lewis and little daugha
registered nurse, a graduate of the ter Cora who have been at the home of
General Hospital in Hartford, Conn., and
the former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
previous to coming to Belfast did private Blaisdell for several
months, returned to
nursing in Massachusetts, Mr. Grant is their home in Binghamton, N. Y., Sept
the chief mechanic in the Norton Garage
t 27.
in this city. They are receiving many
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bickford and son
felicitations.
Norman of New York, Mr. and Mrs. BenThe report given by Lillias Ford Buck
jamin Putnam and daughter Dorothy of
for the traffic census on the State HighRoxbury, Mass., and R C. Nealey and
way •'L,’’ Searsport, Maine, for seven
family of Bangor were recent guests of
days the first of September, east and C. W.
Nealey and family.
west, is as follows, from 7 o’clock a. m.
annual reunion of the ClemThe
fourth
to 7 o’clock p. m.: Loaded one-horse
families was held at C. Bents.-Rand
wagon, 10; unloaded one horse wagon,
Jewett’s, Sept. 20. Guests were present
11; loaded two-horse wagon, 8; unloaded 1
from Bangor, Old Town, La Grange,
two horse wagon, 11; loaded four horse
Stillwater, Stockton Springs, Monroe,
four-horse
0;
wagon,
wagon, 0; unloaded
Marlboro, Mass New York and Alberta,
one-horse pleasure vehicle, 96; two-horse
Canada.
pleasure vehicle, 0; rubber-tired horse ,
vehicle, 2; saddle horse, 0; motor cycle,
DARK HARBOR.
16; excessively heavy vehicle, 0; motor
runabout, 347; motor touring car, 2474;
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Daniels will reloaded motor tiuck, lbl; unloaded motor
main here until practically the end of
truck, 95.
September, and they have enjoyed the
visit of their daughter in law, Mrs. RiEAST BELFAST.
chard Daniels, and three children, who
Elkhorn
came on fiom the Daniels ranch,
Marion Sanborn of Mitchell street has
Farm, in Montana, early in the season.
employment as a machinist in Millinocket
The Horatio Hathaways have closed
truck
and Monday Jesse E. Staples’
their cottage and have gone to Dedham,
moved his family and household goods
Mass., their country place. Others who
there for the winter.
have gone are the J. Kearsley Mitchells,
S.
Mrs. Emery O. Pendleton entertained the Harold I. Pratts, the Frederick
the Hermann Kinnicutta, Dr.
the Sewing Circle of the Trinity Reform, Moaeleya,
and Mrs. H. B. Wilcox and the Rev. and
ed Church at the Young log cabin on
Mrs William Lawrence Wood.
Patterson’s Point last Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Alexander W. Biddle, Jr., forAlthough there were two fires required merly Miss Margot Scull, was here the
on this always cool spot the hours were past week, a guest at the Inn, superintendwhich
ing the closing of her father’s place
very pleasantly and profitably passed.
she with her young son and his nurse
Two daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe have occupied this summer, she and Mr.
Black of Searsport avenue with their Biddle running down as often as his busiMrs. Biddle like her
children and husbands, Mr. James F. ness would permit.
at Dark Harbor, coming
up
grew
husband,
also
Wiiliam
and
Mr.
Russell,
Cooper
here when very young, and their wedding
Mr. Black’s sister Estelle with her hus- took
place a few years ago in Christ s
band, Mr. William Downs, have been church, which stands on the estate of her
Mr. and Mrs.
visiting here, but have all returned to father, William E. Scull.
Scull are abroad this season, as are Mrs.
their homes in Massachusetts.
Alexander W. Biddle ar.d Mrs. Anthony
Other visitors on the avenue were sis. J. Dr.xel Paul, mother and sister of Mf.
' ters of Mrs. Ada
Rogers, the younger Biddle.

and labors.

sermon.

in
the
Evangelistic Services
Beginning Sun
METHODIST CHURCH
day, Oct 8th, there will be evangelisti
services in the Methodist church under
the leadership o? Miss Frances Adams,
who comes from Scotland with a notable
Miss
list of successes in revival efforts.
Adams has preached m New’ England
pulpits of high rank She has held meetings in Tremont Temple, Boston, and has
also worked under the auspices of the
Church of All Nations, the Morgan Me
morial Institutional Church of Boston.
In several places in Maine stie has had
large success, and is now returning from
vacation of several months spent in
a
Montrose, Scotland, to begin her work in
Miss Adams is not a sensathis city.
tional speaker, simply a cultured woman,
who tells in a simple and w.nningly frank
She is
manner her story of the Gospel.
an accomplished singer and adis largely
to her success bv this feature of her
work
Young people are won readily by
her spirit and altogether she has been
exceptionally useful in stirring interest
in religious things wherever she has laA cordial invitation is extended
bored
to any one interested in this sort of service to attend these meetings.

Mrs. Ella Cates of
is spending

lieved that it was for them to make and
reveal the probability for which they
looked
This was their faith, and it was
this faith that made this republic. Governor Cox, in his proclamation for the
uses
birth ay,
oisrrvance of Adams’
these words, “He was a rebel and defied
He struck for indethe royal governor.
pendence at the risk of his own life.
When others failed in ardor he planned
and vitalized committees of correspondence through which tried patriots kept
liberty aflame.” It is such faith that has
moved the world always; it is this kind
of failh that is much needed in the affairs of our country now; it is tor the
nurture of this faith that the church lives

An unusually impressive christening
sermon at
service followed the regular
the Federated church last Sunday under
1 iiam
the direction of its pastor, Kev.
The children were william
F. Skerrye.
and
Parsons and Mary Elizabeth, son
I
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Richard
Whitman, who with their mother are

Mr and
guests of their grand-parents,
Mrs. James H. Howes; Charles Chipman,
o.
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Pineo his
New York and Belfast, now with
mother at the home of his grandmother,
Mrs. George A. Quimby; Clyde B. Jr.,
and Avis Morison, children of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes of Court street
The decorations were most attractive
and appropriate and were arranged by
Mrs. Joseph W. Blaisdell with flowers
from her home garden. On the pulpit
and in the window’s were large bouquets
of white, pink and yellow dahlias, while
on the communion tabie were sprays of
There was
cosmos and asparagus ferns.
a
large attendance and many words of
commendation have been heard about the

4$

democracy had waited till they saw some
probability of its approach, we might
have remained under kingly rule to the
Adams and his kind bep esent time.

The fifty-third State Sunday School
held1 at
Convention and Institute will be
in Authe First Congregational church
1 he
and 19th.
gusta, October 17th, 18th
Educageneral theme will be. Religioua
ine
State.
tion Building a Righteous
courtesies of the city will be extended by
Mayor S. L. Fogg and the State by
Gov. Percival P. Baxter

Sept. 21.

__

EAST SEARSMONT

Mrs.

■

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Herrick of Swanville visited L. A. White and family,

s

highly respected citizens,

and

party

People's MethMETHODIST CHURCH
\5
Martin,
odist Church, Re'. Charles
7 Cou|t St., telepaator; parsonage, No.
service
phone, 213.11. Sunday morning
at 10.45.
Sunday aohool, 1-' m Evening
Prayer meeting this,
service at 7.30.
Thursday, evening at 7.30.

Not many may know
was

a

for the children of the Federated church
will be held in the North church parlors.
Games, music, etc will be enjoyed, and
will be under the direction of Mrs James
C. Dirham and Mrs. Sumner C Pattee

C. E. White is making extensive imMiller to the
loth, calling on a few friends, and
provements in hjp residence on
the ell. with Mrs. Wagner going to see her old
street, includingan addition to
White are planning to friend, Mrs. Lueiia Schubert, who is id
Mr and Mrs.
in Augusta, and whom they found about
spend the winter in Florida.

Isiesboro

as

Saturday afternoon, October 7,

Patterson of Needham, formerly
Miss Gertrude Meads of Brookline, Mass.,
paid Belfast a flying visit from the 12th
Mrs

Porter WeDb, Mrs.
Abbie Damm, Miss Celia M. Nickerson,
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Thayer and Mrs. C.
The marriage of Harold Chester GrovM. Thayer motored to White’s Corner
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll L. Young have
of
formerlyer of New Bedford, Mass.,
«old their fine home here to C. E. Welch North Dartmouth, and Martha A. Coville last Wednesday to attend the Pomona
which met with Northern Light
«f Bangor, who bought it as a gift for nis of New
Bedford, took place Tuesday- af- Grange,
daughter, Mrs. R. N. Bicknell, who with ternoon at the Methodist parsonage, Rev. Grange.
her husband and children expect to oc»
Charles W. Martin officiating with the
CORNER, W interport
cupy it in October.
The groom is the WHITE’S
double ring service.
of
Ruth
and
Miss
Winnie
MerMrs.
Berry
son of Mr. and Mrs. David Wr. Grover
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus Ward of Bangor
rill who have been spending two weeks in
and is in the real estate busi-

duties

vaca-

to their homes.

of

Boston and vicinity have returned to their
homes here, Miss Merrill hasr-sumed her

SerFIRST UMVERSAUST CHIRCH
vices will be held next Sunday morning
at 10.45 a. m after a three mouths
n'
tion.
Sermon by the pastor, Re'
A
Vaughan, and music by the choir
cordial welcome is extended to all.

married there, but her husband died a
After the pleasant
number of years ago.
meeting the two sisters have gone back

All members are urged to
next Tuesday afternoon.

a comthan he knew; he labored under
Any faith that
mon mnapprebension.
travels far is one that consists in s resotolute belief in that which is not true
day, or st any given time. All progress
is made only bv virtue of the persons
in
who hold s rugged and obstinate faith
for
that which no man sees st the tinm,
rot
the very good reason tfcai it does
W hen Samuel Adsms. scho.ar,
exist.
patriot, sod seer, the two hundred,h an
niveraary ol whose birth is to,be du.y
diin,
observed in boston today. Sept
advocated independence of the American
colonies,! democracy,in our modern sense,
Such a form of governwas unxnown.
ment had no existence, nor was there
few of
any people, btsides Adams and a
his mind in the colonies who believed
that such a kind of government ever
It
would, or could, exist and endure
small
was the apparently bund failh of a
number that made realization possible
I; they who desired and believed in a

t

CHURCHES

West North port services will be held
e
Sundav at 2 30 p. m with sermon by ti
pastor, Rev. Chas W. Martin

Mrs.

Patterson’s mother
1
daughter of Mr. Gleason, editor of “GleaCapt. S. W. McDonough has been en- Sand”
“It was the most son’s Pictorial,” and he was the first
Monday,
joying a vacation at bia home.
saw.
Ready my editor in the United States, and perhaps
ever
I
wonderful thing
Mrs. A. A. Barden left Thursday night mind is full of it and I can think of noth- in the whole world, to use illustrations
extensively in his ditorial work.
for Swanville for an indefinite stay.
ing else."
Mrs. Urania Collins returned WednesMr. and Mrs Earl F. Hammons were
day from a visit with friends in Clinton
SW.ANYILLE
surprised Saturday morning to receive a
Mandel Smith who his employment at call from a partridge, which made her
Mr. Russell Littlefield, who has been ill
Stonington recently made a brief visit at entrance by breaking a pane of glass.
She did not seem much disturbed to find with a bad cold, is improving.
borne.
in the family circle, but did reMiss Evelyn Knowlton of Belfast was
Percy Butterfield has 'resumed bis stu- herself
sist
capturing.
Dental
CamHarvard
the week-end guest of Miss Martha Hartsdies at
College,
will horn.
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R
bridge, Mass., as a senior.
with Mrs. E.
evening
next
meet
Monday
Mr. and Mrs. John Briggs and Mrs W.
The Misses Doris Purdy and Dons CleMrs. T. E. Bowker will be
N. Briggs left last Thursday by auto for
ments have enterel the Eastern State S. Bowker.
assistant hostess.
Supper will be served a week’s visit in Boston and vicinity.
Normal School at Castine.
Roll call. Political quips from
at 6.30.
has
Eaton
entered
the
U.
Marian
Miss
Mrs. Phoebe Craney, who has been the
the Press; lecture on C tizenship, Mrs. E.
of M. as a freshman. Kenneth Nealley
guest of her son, Mr. Chester Craney and
P. Carle.
has resumed his studies there.
family for several weeks, returned home
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Whitney and
church will have a public supper in their
family of Somerville, Mass., who have
Comet Grange will hold its next meetvestry at 6 p. m. Friday. The menu inbeen guests of relatives here, have re*
Saturday evening, Sept. 30th. All j
cludes baked bean, escalloped clams, cab- ing
burned home.
members
please make an effort to be
bage salad, cream and chocolate pies,
Miss Gussie Nealley, formerly of Monpresent.
and
cents
are
Tickets
fifty
etc.
coffee,
Mr. and Mrs W. E Damm and niece,
Toe, who his been the guest of Mrs. W. the very best of food will be mrnisbed.
Belfast
left
S.
S.
Friday
E. Parker,
by
Miss Hazel E. Nickerson, left Friday for
A concert and ball will be given in the
for New York.
Portland in their touring car for a visit
Hallowe’en, Tuesday night, Oct. with
Armory
John Young, Fred A. Young and others
friends, returning first of the week.
under the direction of Mrs. Cecil ;
from this vicinity who are employed on 31st,
Mr. and Mrs L. S. Black left last Wed
as a benefit to the Belfast Band.
tbe State highway at Monson, spent the Clay,
for their home in Houlton, acnesday
The Band will give the concert and Meweekend at their respective homes in
compan ed by Miss Harriett M Nickerfor
the
dance.
music
orchestra
Keen’s
town.
son, who will be their guest for several
The decorations will be from Dennison’s
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Edison Pratt of Keene,
and consequently artistic.
N. H., have been spending part of their
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cunningham,
Thursday, Fridav, Saturday and Sunhoneymoon with Mrs. Augusta Snow,
their nephew, Mr. E. L. Buck, wife and
of the past week brought unusually
Mrs. Pratt was Miss Gladys Dockham be- day
daughters Marjorie ard Harriett of Endelightful and pleasant fall weather.
fore ber marriage.
were in town Sunday calling on
wind
pro- field,
Monday a cold wave and high
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wharff accom
duced a change that brought a withering
Mr. and Mrs. Lee E. McKeen have
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr. and blighting frost that ruined flowers
and Harry Lougee, were in Bangor Friday and
to Woodfords
vegetation. In some sections thin closed their house and gone
evening to attend the great concert given ice was reported. Tuesday and Wednes- for the winter, where Mr. McKeen has
by Philip A. Sousa’s band.
employment in a mill. They will reside
day were warmer.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cilley.
Mr. and Mrs, Fletcher Wilson and
is
the
Mrs. Annie M. Frost of this city
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Young and son
daughter Marian who have been guests of local chairman of the “Better Homes in
bis sister, Mrs. Charles Sinnott and
and Miss Lillian M
Franklin
Deetjen,
Oct.
of
week
the
America” campaign for
brother, Amos D. Wilson, have returned 9lh to 14th. It is hoped the school teach- who have been guests of Mrs. Luella H
to their home in Moncton, N. B.
Nickerson and Miss Cora Parsons, have
ers and pastors of the county and citySome returned to Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. McKenney ac- will take an interest in the cause.
They were guests
at White’s
and
of
H.
Mr.
C.
family
women
Libby
men
and
companied by Mrs. T. G. Fellows and
most
the
prominent
Miss Mildred C. Haley, motored to Northport Thursday, iwhere Mr. and Mrs. McKenney closed their cottage for the win-

THE

her

each month.

the

V\|M bRI'ORT

a

was

H.
The regular meetings of Thomas
the
Marshall Circle are being held on
of
first and third Tuesday afternoons

■

right road to health from the
day they ls»gan taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Why not try it 9

slsrcn

| covered in time

back to
rormalcy.”
Not only bo.. pimples, eruptions,
allbnt headac! •>. t-n ti« spells,
feelings, indigestion and loss
gone
of appetite arp readily traced to impure blood. Tf nsamls date getting

on

still

The fire had

longer

uu

sister, Mrs. Ellen Luther of Lisbon, snd
the older sister, Mrs. Flora Keyes, who
has lived many years at White Sulphur
Springs, Montana. This is the third visit

NOTICE
The annual meeting of the association
of the Belfast Home for Aged
J
will be held at the home of the
for tne
m
7.30
at
October
p.
3,
Tuesday,
election of officers and the transaction
t
any business that may come before
Per order.
meeting

-jocie

DR. ELMER SMALL, President.

FOR SALE
old
One pair of steers, 4 years
u>e
last spring, red, white face,
one
mated and handy. Also
A,
R. G. BROW
cow.
Morrill, Me.
Tel. 4-23

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
Id the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine, Northern Division.
In the matter Walter U.

House tor Sale

Ellis, Bankrupt,*

ON SALMOND STREET.
All modern improvements

To the Creditors of Walter H. Ellis of Unity,
in the County of Waldo and District afore-

said, bankrupt:—
are hereby notified that on the 18th day
of August, 1922, the said Walter H. Ellis
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the
first meeting of his creditors will be held at
the office of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank
Building, in Belfast, in said District, on the
7th day of October, 1922, at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon, at which time and ;place the said
creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
Bangor, Maine, September 27, 1922.

faa,n.

You

IanPorsale
INQUIRE OF

Mrs. Florerce
at

JOHN R. MASON.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

Mrs.

Spin"*;,,
^39

B. F. Wells’ Millinery
Main Street, Belfast

NOTICE

---

nPvt

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

j

My factory will be opened
worm..
with a large amount of
ing employment

Monday

^ wjs(,.
e Mon*

please^app ^g^USON

Charles B. Farrar of Bath is the guest
of his sister,
Th lyer.

A/K

UAV£

MADS
TO

MtA/UPC
!

Thursday, September 28 |
Monday. October 2
Clara Kimball Young
Constance Talmadge

is to have

A

Governor Percivai P.

—IN—

Baxter will be the

The n_*w porch which has been built on

Comedy—Should

Skerrye and family of the Federated
has been completed, and is a de-

to Mason I

bought here at.

$25, $30, $35, $40

L.

Macomber her house

$50

We have

Bangor,

was

BELFAST, MAINE
A

to its safety of housing the large number
of pupils, 275, now in attendance.
He

Every

NEW
le

ADVERTISEMENTS

National

City

The change of time in the local trains
is as follows: Leave at 6.45 a. m. and 1 10

publishes

Bank

Bruce

Upper
High street may be had by the owner by
calling at The Journal office.
on

iment of condition.

p.

larles E. White offers furnished tene1 to let.
illiam A. Clark has rooms, etc. to
nd house and other articles forsile.

m

; arrive at 10.10

a.

marble

workers,
on

j

press

Company,

who

have

he Dinsmore Store advertises “Made
e” boys’ shoes.
he City National Bank advertises aditage of deposit account,
ee advt. of Shrine pin lost,

men took one of the babies into the boat
and left the other resting on a large lily
pad. With a desire to see what would

lyrtle Simpson advertises watch lost
he Searsport National Bank publishes

happen they put the little one into the
water, and rowing a short distance away
saw the mother come and take them
both to the shore where their nest was
apparently located.

tement of condition;
Its. S. G. Swift has furnished room
et.

'red D. Jonea advertises remnant wall
ler sale for next Saturday,
iilton B. Hills offers lumber, etc., for

The following item will be read with
intere t in view of reports current about

).

>r. F. C. Small and George O. Hart profiteering in selling wood by the load
:rs cottage at Swan Lake for sale,
and not by the cord: “Because it is ald- S. Jellison gives notice in regard to leged that some of the men who are
|
rning of factory.
bringing wood into Bath for sale are not

j

drs. Norman S. Donahue gave a very
asant party last Thursday in honor of
a. Thomas E. Bowker and Miss Amy
Stoddard, which was a complete surst to both.
The occasion was their
thdays and they had been invited by
a. Donahue for
supper, but did not
ow that
any other guests were to be
'•ant,
Supper was served at 6 30
lock at three small tables, daintily
corated with asters and dahlias and at
ch place were little
pink and white
ody boxes, as favors, filled with candy
d nuts.

Urge birthday cake, cover»ith candies, was cut by both guests
A

honor,

Mrs. Bowker cutting one half,
d Miss Stoddard
the other.
After supcnrds were

enjoyed.

delivering full cords or charging more
than it is believed just, it is proposed
that the matter be placed before the city
government at its next meeting and that
an order be
introduced that all persons

!
|

selling wood within the limits of the
city shall have each load delivered measured by a regularly appointed measurer
of wood and bark, and a certificate io
state the exact measurement of the wood
in the load.
It is proposed that a record
of all loads measured be kept, also the
price which is charged the customer for
it.
Those who are proposing to bring
this plan to the attention of the city government believe that if this,is done.it will
tend to check profiteering and insure customers getting all of the wood for which
they pay.”

makers are well
they will be subjected to. Sizes 1 to 6.
ately priced at TWO NINETY-FIVE.

SALE
Saturday, September 30th,
ONE

DAY

ONLY

Come in—it won’t take much money.
Yours

truly,

F. D. Jones, Belfast

Mrs.

street,

C.

Maurice

¥1
f

upon for appendicihospital last Wednes-

d

iy.

The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary wl'i
have another supper October 2nd. Every
one is requested to
bring something

I

The Boston Herald of Sept.

Belfast Spiritualist Society will hold a
meeting in Memorial hall next Sunday
Mrs Mary Hobbs Jones of
at 7.30 p. m.

Bangor will be the speaker and message
bearer.

23rd

Vincent, Mrs. Annie Adams,
Katherine King, Mrs. Alice Tozier.

rie

Miss Marian

Hughes,

l

Admission 25 cents.

Municipal

Court

Thursday

morning.

Miss Hughes was sentenced to the State
School at Hallowell and was taken there
Friday by City Marshal Knowlton. She
was unwilling to tell
anything except
that she did not want her mother to send
her to school and that she had an auto
ride part of the way to Rockland and
spent the night at the Thorndike Hotel.
There was no evidence that Creamer had
induced her to leave home, but Judge
Chapman continued his case on his own
recognizance, but ordered him to report
Miss Hughes
at the end of four weeks.
has been living with relatives in Seatsport, but it is alleged she refused to obey
their requests and was sent to her mother
1
in this city.

Printing for Amateurs
(Tel 34-11)
Belfast, Maine

says

1

MRS. PATTEE’S

—

Mr. Adriel L. Pease

was

a business call-

in

Mrs. Pease and
Belfast Monday.
their son, Perle E. Pease, are with him
er

They

' Prescott of South
Mr.

father.

j
j

visiting at the home of W. E.

are

Montville,

Pease is

Mrs. Pease’s

herdsman

House of Correction barn at

at the

Howard,

R.

where they have a large herd of pure
Mrs. Pease has
bred Holstein cows.

I.

charge of the kitchen at the House.
Their son Perle has employment at the
United Shoe Machinery Co., in Beverly,
Mass. They are having a two weeks’
vacation.
Waldo

Countv

Hospital Notes.

Mrs. Etta Smalley of Thorndike, a medipatient, is gaining iapid!y....Miss

cal

:

cord

DANCING

born somewhere in the region
of Cape Horn, when a great storm was
raging, and his bringing up was on the
was

OPENS

quarter deck of a sailing ship of which
his father was captain.
Searsport, Me.,
is the port that ne has hailed from, but a
large part of his adventurous life has
been passed in Pacific waters and in the
land of the Orient—witness his earlier
books— The
Drifting Diamond” and
“The Game of Life and Death.”
his pen also came “The Vision of

CLASSES!

AS; follows

Children’s Ball Room Class Friday, Oct. 13, 4.15 p. m.
Evening class at 7 p. m. These classes are^to be held
in Memorial Hall. Ten lessons for $5.00.
Aesthetic Class Saturday, Oct. 14, at 4.15 p. m., at
Odd Fellows Hall. Ten lessons for $5.00 Miss Gretchen
Fletcher assistant. Pupils are requested to be in the hal
15 minutes before classes.
Tel. 333-3
MRS SUMNER C. PAT TEE, 23 High Street.

From

America

entered

the

war.

His

For Good Values

1
;

;

War,”

latest

THE

Universalist
Will open next

William

Sunday morning with

.

Vaughan, pastor.

All Kinds of

repairing.

Spruce Lumber for building and

grades of eastern sawed Shingles.
Roofing Paper, Nails, Laths and Clapboards.
We have all

Our prices
call at our yard

very reasonable. Give us
Primrose Street. Tel. 205. ^

are
on

Parlors

(UP STAIRS)

a

Milton B. Hills Belfast.
THE

Davis

D. F. SiepheDSon

Sample Shop

MOVED TO

74 Main Street.
Don’t

forget Stephenson’s

Closing Out Sale of

Winter

WE ALSO CARRY

Coats,

Olives, Sardines and
Peanut -Butter

Suits, Skirts
This will be a good opportunity
to get winter coats, suits and
skirts at a low price. We are
going out of business in Belfast
and the stock has got to be sold.
See ad. next week.

NOTICE
TO PROPERTY OWNERS
as

Mrs. B. F. Wells’

helpful,

LUMBER

\

LARGE ASSORTMENT
from which to select, visit

a

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

A

a

Church

inspiring sermon, a great song service and a cordial
‘welcome to all. Let everyone interested in this
church make an effort to be present.
Rev.

Thursday, October 12,

Moderate Prices

Millinery

■

!

of the longest and strongest poems
born of that long waiting period before

WILL HAVL ON

and

■

one

—

the 11 years old

lan R. Creamer in Waldoboro, who is
about 20 years of age, and has been working on the streets in this city. The girl
left home Thursday, Sept. 14, and the
young man the following Saturday. Both
were brought to Belfast and were taken
before Judge Clyde R. Chapman of the

and

25 Mam Stieet

ity: Ben Ames Williams of Newton, the
Maine coast and the seven seas, gives us
a new book "Black Pawl,” a story of life
on an old time whaler.
Lincoln Colcord
good sea stories by brilliant young
Maine author: An Instrument of the
Gods.
The Macmillan Co.
Lincoln Col-

Mrs.

daughter of Mrs. Marian W. Hughes,
who had been missing for a week, was
located Wednesday night by Deputy
Sheriff C. M. Littlefield and City Marshal M. K. Knowlton at the home of Al-

Developing

of two authors well known in this vicin-

dent; Mrs. Nora McFarland, President of
the Lincoln Tent; Mrs. M .ry Jones, Mrs.
Gertrude Cowan, Mrs. Lillian Waldron,
Mrs. Frances Hum-

FRESH
FILMS

A FROM
FRED T. CHASE

000.

Visitors 25 cents.

GET

1

(
A

Bramhall, treasurer for the
recent drive of the Waldo County General Hospital, reports the receipt of the
drive about $1500 since the supper of
Sept. 19th; $700 of it came from Liberty.
The total gross receipts were about $12,-

^MILLINERY*

Jennings,

|

Moder-

Ralph A

Littlefield, Congress

operated

was

tis at the Tapley

j

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

1 his is the Season for

the

Mary R Davey, who has been at the volume is a collection of nine stories of
Hospital since her auto accident in Lit)- i he sea. In his case a sea story means
erty several weeks ago, has returned to what its name implies in the strictest
her home in Boston ...Mrs. Nellie White sense, and not simply a story that has
of Morrill was operated on last Saturday. the sea for a background.
The picture is
full bloom.
..Ruth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank always accurate in every detail. The salt
There are all softs of sizes,
shades, styles, the direct result of constant Coombs, and Paul, son of Mr. and Mrs. air permeates his pages. He makes the
application and hard work for the past J. T. Fairchild of North Islesboro, were rush of the typhoon something very real
eight seasons. Mrs. Hopkins displayed in the Hospital Saturday for throat and and terrible, and makes “the fragrance
of the tropic isles” more than a phrase.
thirty varieties at her first exhibit, but nose operations.
now has about four hundred.
The first
On Sept. 23rd the Robertso,n-Clements These stories are largely of American
sea-on she sold her bulbs for five cents
Association met at the Old Robertson sailors in Oriental lands, and waters, but
each, but now her prices range from 10 Ho estead, Swanville. The day was two of them contain remarkable studies
cents to four dollars.
The first season perfect and forty of the family met, of Chinese character.
In the story that :
she netted one dollar and seventy-five about
qpe-half of them being young peo- gives the book its title, a wise old Chinacents.
The plants are all in one field on ple and the old hillside fairly rang with man is "the instrument of the gods,”who I
a side hill and only two feet apart.
laughter and mirth from old as well as breaks the spirit of a cruel and heartless ]
Four generations were repre- ship owner.
In "Servantand Master,” a
young.
Emma White Barker Tent, Daughters
those present coming from Mil
faithful old Chinese servant gives his life
sented,
the
State Deot Veterans, entertained
ford, N. H., Mount‘Desert, Newcastle, to save the son of his master when plots
partment President, Mrs. Annie Arnold
Rockland, Belfast, Sears ort, Frankfort are forming against him. A story with a
and
fifteen
members
of
of Augusta,
Mary
and Swanville.
Tables were spread on haunting quality is that of “The UnchartTodd Lincoln Tent of Bangor at their the lawn where a bounteous picnic dinner
ed Isle.” The stories are bound together
last
The
evening.
was served.
Wednesday
meeting
After diuuer a short busiby more than their setting, for the same
program included a short social session; a ness meeting was held which was followed by a ball game, potato race and other characters move through several of them,
delicious chicken supper with many acAll started for their homes about and in others there is a personal note that
sports.
cessories; speeches by the guests; a piano 5 o’clock feetiug the day had been a day indicates the author’s own experiences.
solo by Mrs. Florence Arey; reading by well spent and all look forward to the Mr. Colcord has gone far since he first
began to write stories and must now be
Miss Eleanor W. Shaw; vocal duet by next meeting which will be held Thursrated among the best in that always fasat the Moody Farm,
day,
Aug.
1923,
18,
Misses Verna Jellison and Margaret
cinating field of fiction.
Swanville.
Eaton, with Mrs. Ethel Pettee as accompanist. Memorial Hall was a perfect
bower of garden flowers, furnishing all
visitors who desired large bouquets of
asters, dahlias, etc., to take home. The
trip was made in a large auto truck and
the guests report one of the most delightful visitations in its history.
Among
those from Bangor were Mrs. Katherine
Getchell, Department Junior Vice Presi-

Mrs. Sadie

Remnant Wall Paper

doubly protected—as

is

1
I 1

line store not only for display of finished
work, but also for working conveniences.
The office partition has been moved back

phrey, Mrs. Nellie Pomroy, Mrs. Sarah
Young, Mrs Florence Sparks, Mrs. Car-

LOOK!

point

a

IG

mate, which came rapidly from the other
side of the pond, when both tried their
utmost to rescue their little ones.
The

wear

to

It is douhtful if the work on the Bradbury Memorial Hospital will be completseveral feet, the walls and wood work
A. Cook advertises enlargements ed for its
opening as early as previously
>dak lilms.
Louis DeLemos has rentannounced.
The rooms are all plastered newly painted.
L. Tuttle advertises Ball Band rubed tne Clark store and will move his
and the finishing is well along.
The
sto k of clothing, cigars, etc., there from
an
imposing external
Ifast Leather Co. has special sale for building presents
the Eaton'block about the first of Octoappearance as the style, finishings, etc.,
n days.
ber.
He also plans to put in a line of
hn F. Rogers has furnished flat to of the main house has been carried out
groceries
in detail.
F. Palmer, Monroe, has motor boat
The entire river presruted a peculiar
H. M. Fogg, chief of the Auburn fire
lale.
aspect at low tide Thursday afternoon.
Sample Shop advertises department, John Neddo, assistant chief, In the
le Davis
vicinity of Memorial Bridge and
City Manager L. W. Haskell, and D. E.
ing out sale for October 12.
as far as the eye could see the river was
wants
to
buy junk.
im Freedman
L. Pennell, councilman, came to Belfast,
only a narrow serpentine stream looking
F. Sylvester offers house for sale,
Friday afternoon to witness a demonstralike a brook.
At the Battery and along
I
asa
Wells
advertises
F.
large
B.
rs.
tion of the American La-France motor
Patterson’s Point the reports were of the
ment of millinery.
apparatus which the Belfast Department
ail Hardware Co. advertises lines of ] has. A. R. Jardine and Robert Henri.k lowest tide for yeais. At flood tide the
water came up over the cottage sea wails
Is n stock.
of Boston, representatives of the Ameriin many insti rices but did no damage as
Brown, Morrill, oilers pair of can-LaFrance Company, were also here.
the weather was calm and warm.
rs for sale.
The
The demonstration was a very fine one,
water
in the Passagassawaukeag for
rs. Florence Spinney has piano for
especially the speed test over Wilson Hill,
several miles above the bridge is higher
and tne Auburn people were pleased with
rs, Sumner C. Pattee advertises dancthan for many years. The nearby lakes
the machine.
tlasses.
present a spring-time appearance and the
f. A. Johnson advertises the GoodTwo Belfast fishermen recently had a streams that flow into them are in the
t welt system for shoe repairing.
same condition.
It in quite evident that
lie Colonial Theatre advertises pic- pleasant experience with a loon family at
program.
Lake Quantabacook. They were rowing not even the farmer will be asking for
more rains this year.
food’s Market advertises weekend up between wood and sheep islands when
u'als.
The Hopkins “dahlia farm” in Monroe
they very unexpectedly came upon a
mes C.
Durham advertises house to mother loon
giving two baby loons a ride has grown into a very productive Waldo
or let.
on her back as she swam very leisurely in
county industry. During the recent pleasrsrett C. Hopkins offers to do stone |
a
sheltered cove. At the sight of the ant days Mrs. Hopkins has been busy enor
concrete work,
on
fishermen the mother dove but did not tertaining many auto parties, who came
elbert Nickerson publishes caution
leave her babies to the mercies of the purposely to enjoy the sight of the one
ce.
men.
She called in shrill tones for her and one-naif acres of thrifty plants all in
eorge B. Dyer offers place for sale or

NEWS

SEE’EM FIRST AT THE COLONIAL

newly fitted offices in the R. R. Station.
(

Masquerade

COM lt Y—The Emotional Mrs.

Vaughan.

ROBINSON CRUSOE.

have

Messrs. Charles and Harold Bruce’have

Love’s

wins a revolution and loses bis heart.
Packed
with thrills and fun and warm

|

4

CONWAY TEARLE In

in

Wally

Phoenix

moved

REID

DICTATOR

THE

Row to the Mason block on Main street,
recently vacated by the American Ex-

m., 2 45 and 5 40

p. m.

Brothers,

moved from the Clark block

Wednesday, October

30

Gay Romantic Drama In which dashing

A

aware of the strenuous service

building on the common and recommended that extra shoring be placed un-

week

WALLACE

our

AL ST. JOHN IN “ALL WET”

service of ordinary leather.

mar

glove found last

HONOR FIR8T
A Story of Love and Self-Sacrifiee.

romance.

der it at once.

The News of Belfast

answered this demand in

Saturday, September

October 3

JOHN GILBERT in

FRONTS

Drama of Social
Hypocrisy.
COMEOY —HIS WIFE’SSON.
RATHE NEWS

The uppers in these shoes are from selected chrome
leather, and the soles (the most important item in
a boys’ shoe) are of the famous Indestructable
leather which will give nearly three times the

called to Belfast Thursday

made a thorough examination and reported it safe, but said it might be well
to place a post under the floor of the
main room.
He also examined the gram-

DAVIS

certainly

Tuesday,

A sensational

in the world.

Lancaster,

to examine the High school building as

j

FALSE

“Made-Rite” Boys’ Shoe made by the EndicottJohnson Co., thejargest manufacturers of shoes

At the request of Supt. E. E. Roderick
and the Bchool committee,C. Parker Crowell of the firm of Crowell &

“MADE-RITE’’
Boys’ Shoes

29

Barbara Castleton in

Probably the most common expression heard in a
shoe store is: “I wish I could get a pair of shoes
for my boy that would really wear.”

Irvin O. Hills of this city.

BUT if you can buy BETTER quality at
ANY of tnese prices you’d be very foolish
Don’t fail to notice the BUT
to buy at all.

BERT

Northport;

rented

o.i Bay
View street to G. E Beane ot Augusta;
and for William H. Bray his cottage at
Birchcrest to Mrs. Wm. H. Wilder of this
city; sold for Mrs. Alice M. Phillips of
Boston her lum er lot in Lincolnville to

PURE WOOL FABRICS OF THE
LATEST WEAVES AND COLORINGS

and up to

Stevens of

for Nellie S

OF

may be

OUR

real estate and insur-

ance, has sold for Minnie E. Clark of this
city, the Towne residence on Miller street

Sleep

Watohmen

Friday, September

cided addition to the house.

I

IN—

Hand of Nara

COMEDY —THi ESKIMO
RATHE REVIEW

STANLEY H AFRICA

church,

Orrin J. Dickey

The

Happiest, Snappiest Comedy.

Connies

the Congiegal onal parsonage, which is
now occupied by
Rev. and Mrs. Wiiliam

International Made-to-Measure
Suits and Overcoats

—

The Perfect Woman

guest of honor.

F.

I

THEATRE

ALWAYS CLEAN AND COZY

Company K, Capt. Harry A. Foster,
a military ball about the mid
die of October, when it is expected that

ALL WOOL
LINE

,>

COLONIAL

THE

Robert Comber returned Saturday to
his home in Philadelphia, after a visit
with Mrs. J. W. Ferguson.

TO
m
TUt

IT

—

William M. and Mr.

Mrs.

Everett C. Hopkins
STONE MASON

If you desire (information free)
to the condition of trees on and

abutting

your

necessary to

property and

care

same.

BROOKS-MERRILL

CO.,

&

SCIENTIFIC ARBORCULTURISTS,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
BAR HARBOR. MAINE.
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GONCRETE WALL BUILDER
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TO LET
A furnished front chamber.
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The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which
ha t^_
ia use for over thirty years, has borne the sien e ***
*
on
the wrapper all
__—
these
/s s7*^;, just t0 protect the
generations. Do not be
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good”
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CAPS
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and utmost in wear.
Sold by
Q p. Palmer and Owen Bros.

into

so

the

Hcpping
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minute.
like this an a im ral or a
general could be transported from one
aide of the country to the other as q iickly as a tram would take him from New
York to Chicago. A map could be sent
n
to San Krannsco in
from Washin,
twenty-four h rs, and in case of attack
from without t.o matter how s'attered
the n.tion they
were the air forces of
cculd be massed in jigtime.
The navy had the honor of cro s ng the
Now ih: army
Atlantic in two hops.
shows how easy it ii to cro s the conti

quarters
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Probate Notices

nent

GONE

Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Hurd and

Mrs.

C

cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young, who are
working in Augusta, spent a few days in
town recently.
Stetson of

Newburyport,
Mass., is visiting at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Sprague.
Charles Bagley moved recently from
the Mathews house into the W entworth

house,

now

owned by Walter Young.

Mias Gertrude Fernald and Miss Mabel j
Bates of Onset, Mass., have been pass-

ing

a

few days with their aunt, Mra.

George Sprague.
Mrs.

Ludwick

Walter

DAYS OF

Gone are the good c Id days of trolley
riding when mother took her six girls and
one boy, who generally raised a riot until
he got the end seat, and with basket

M. Hurd were auto visitors in Belfast re-

L.

THE

LEY TRIPs.

Dr. and Mrs. C. B. Hoit left Sept- 17th
for a two weeks’ rest in Hampden.

Mrs. D

ARE

and

infant

daughter, Edith Helen, who have been
viaiting relatives in Thomaston for two
weeks, have returned home.

1

Schools in town began Sept. 8th. Mr.
J. B. Sprague of the town of Franklin is
principal of the high school. Mr. Sprague
has had two years at Colby College.
Mr. Fred Miliay passed away at his
home Sept. 1st, after an illness of severs1
Mr. Millay was a man of pleasweeks.

ing personality and had many friends.
He was a member of Liberty Lodge, No.
Ill, F. and A. M., and of Arbutus Chapter, No. 19, O. E. S. The burial service
was held at his home Sept. 4th, Rev. H.

lunches and miles of smiles trollied »o the
beacb or country for a week end outing.
Trolley riding is do longer a national
pastime, and many of our once favorite
In this
amusement parks are forgotten.
age even the thrill of the roller coaster is
no longer the peak of dizziness and daring
Mother does not sit breathless in the pa- I
viiioii near the start waiting the return of
her loved ones.
Her six girls do not sniff
at smelling salts during the whirl, and the
one boy is now truthful in his indifference.
It is a fast age in which the automobile
is to blame.
Mothers still take their
families to the old familiar resorts for a
day’s outing but it is no longer a prohitm
for the trolley company to take care of
the crowds which on week-ends of yore
paid their nickeis and d.mes to be transported to the parks
Just as the old Roman joyriders, lounging in reed-work baskets mounted on
solid wheels about a foot thick, were supcarriage
planted by the horse-drawn
which in turn gave way to the horse-car
and later the electric car, so has the latter
been superceded by the automobile.
It may be that future transportation
will be in the air with flying machines
Tnat,
carrying passengers and freighthowever, is bound to be a long way olT
and is only good to dream about, but the
real dreams are the pleasant memories of
open trolley cars bound for a summer
park, jammed to the steps with crushed
yet joyful humanity, a perspiring and
hard working conductor,
and
many
mothers and their fami.ies, and “eodse.t
hogs” aboard.

Seme Undesirable Citizens

W. Abbott officiating, Liberty Lodge
tending in a body. Interment was in the

j

at-

Simmonds lot in Union.

vehement in denounc:s claimed to be an error of the
Attorney General but has not one word
of denunciation for the destiuction of
property, the interference with traffic,
the personal assaults and the murders
which have characterized the coal and
rail strikes,” asserts the Republican Pubwho
ing what

man

TEARING
HOG ISLAisD.

GOVERNMENT

LiuWN

can

get

Philadelphia, Sept. 18. Hog Island, j
where rose the shipbuilding industry during the war that gave the United States
renewed prestige in the maritime world, licity Association, through its President,
soon will be the flat field it was before
Hon. Jonathan Bourne, Jr.
Uncle Sam invested $270,000,000 there.
“A man who can see only the possible
But the 946 acres will be habitable, as mistakes of government officials and
sanitary engineers have made it so.
blinds bis eyes to unquestionable and
Where once an army of 36,000 men notorious crimes commuted by the enemies of law and order, is at heart an an- |
were bui.ding high-class vessels at recordbreaking speed, there now is a detail of 50 archist, whatever may be his pretensions
i
men armed with ox-acetylene torches and
in his public utterances. His sympathies
others instruments with which the demo- | are with the idler, not with the worker
lition

of

the

gigantic

and other
The work

”_

Conspiracy

preeent and June 30, 1023.

country has much need of such
thorough reformation of its compiainers,
us knockers and its un-American political schemers —St. Louis Times.

The

Same

Fight.

Old

1 he everlasting light between right and
might increases with the years fed by the
ceaseless teachings of those who profit
by others’ labor and contribute little to
the sum total of production Men in contro,

of industries are grasping all that is

possible and, under the direction of
would-be leaders, those who labor are
giving the least minimum service and
demanding maximum pay. All this leads
to anarchy ana tpe.is ruin for both classes.
A remedy must be found and it rests
with the sober minded to settle the question by the power of well-digested public
opinion which will insist on recognition
of actual rights and the overthrow' of

arbitrary might.
Responsibility

both sides and
The stirring of the
shitted.
cannot te
public, the ti ormitv of crime, ctitain to
follow uniets d ecked, alone can save.
1 hat silent potential force in every man
and woman wants to be awakened and
V\ .11 we wane or will we
made active.
sleep on and “guess it will all come
rests on

presentation of bank checks.

tor

Prepared

Prosperity.

In the first seven months of this year
tbe railroads placed orders for 95,199 new
freight cars, 25,763 more than were
ordered during the corresponding period
of last year Had it not been tor the coal
and rail strikes, with their consequent
restrictfon of production, they all would
have participated in hauling to market
of agricultural
tonnage
the greatest
products and manufactures that has been
produced in many a year. But the prosperity has been only postponed, and the
equipment so wisely provided by the
forethought of the roads will be put to
heavy use this fall and winter.

r.ar t, iate of Winterport, deAnnie C. t
Will ar.c peti ]<>n f. r prebate thereof
Cetsed.
ano
hat letters testamentary seue to L narles
M. Conant, he teiitr the executor named
Apt licathereir ard presents said petition.
tii n lb- t no bond be r« quired of said ext cut or
.8 ccnta.ned in the petition for probate thereof.
Fred to il ay, late f Liberty, deceased. W:!i
and petitior :.r probate thereof and that Utters
teetattie mary it-sue to Ret.a M Millay,
she ben g in- ex cumx named therein ar d
App.ication that no
presents said petition
bone be required of sdid executrix is contain-

■

WANTED

The Kind You Have Always
TMg

owing to the wet

Application

“40

INDUCES

REPOSE
Humphreys’

Number

“Forty” Induces Repose, and
Natural, Refreshing Sleep.
For Insomnia, Sleeplessness, Wakefulness,

Restless-

ness.

No Narcotic, No Opiate,
No Dope, No habit forming

Drugs, Strictly Homeopathic.
tun. at all Drug Store*, or sent
collect on
receipt of price, or Parcel Poet
dellrerj.
SOe. and

on

Book on the treatment of
all diseases mailed free.
Hampkrere' Borneo.
nan Street. Mew Tort.

Medicine

Co..

iM

Bought
CITY.

Ekay

Granite anil Marble Monuments
Headstones ami Markers

real estate, situated ir. VSinterjort, belonging
said ward and described in said petition.

to

Searsport.

Call and Talk with Us

1

Firs'

ai.

final

account

presented

allowance by An.tl:a C. FotJ, executrix.
E:-tate o? Gharlts P
Woodbury, late of
F'reeciort>.
First and final acc-unt presented
for allowance b_ Henrietta B. Woocoury.ad

f

r

miniat~atrix.

[

that

no

bond

be

required

from

administrator is contained in the petition
for piobate tbtreof. Petition presented by
said Elmer E. Spear,

season.

of the veterdue to the fact that many
heait.i.
ans go to the coast for their

YORK

Estate of Nelscn Gordon, la‘e of T ors like
; Firs: ami final account presented for allowance by Fln.ma 5. Gord n bdn iciairatrix.
j
j Estate of Lyman YV. Wentwoith, late of

said

small

Maine has go one thing to be thankful
the
for and that is, that the problem <of
disabled veteran is not so great as in
A former Kennebuak man
other slates.
of
Eugene C. Merrill, the new president
San Diego, Calif., Post, No. 3, Disabled
that
Veterans of the World War, writes
there
the problem of the disabled veteran
This is made largely so,
is a great one.

NgW

WE HAVE A FINE LINE GF

Henrietta Gir n late of Prospect, d«*v eased.
Petition that Joseph) e G Banks or some
! other suitable person may he appointed administratrix of said estate
Application that
no bond be r< quired from said administratrix
is contained ;n the etitioo for probate thereof.
Petitio * resented by said J»»ephine G.
Banks, Bole heir at-luw of said deceased.
Estate of Jennie L, French, i*te of Lincolnj vi.lt-. First ar d final acc ount presented for
j al.owance by Charles S. Kidder, administrator
Estate < f lv. ry D. White. l8te of Morrill'
j
First ana finai see* unt presented for allow! ar
ce by C harles White and Forest L.
White,

from said

be

here he underwent an opera-

potato yield

J

required
plication that no bond
for
administrator is contained in the petition
said
probate thereof. Petition presented by
said
of
deceased.
Elmer E. Spear, attorney
Malccm Varney, late of Burnham, deceased.
Petition that Elmer E. Spear of Everett, in
the County cf Middlesex and State of Massachusetts, or some other ^suitable person may
be appointed administrator of said estate,

The farmers in this vicinity are picking their sweet corn and report a fair
The

j

William Oliver, late of Freedom, deceased.
Petition that Cleve K. Oliver or some other
suitable person may be appointed adminisira
said estate. Petition presented by
tor of
Marjorie Penney, sister and heir-at-law of
said deceased.
Ids Varney, late of Burnham, deceased. Pein the
tition that Elmer E. Spear of Everett,
of MassachuCounty of Middlesex and State
be
setts. or aomeiother suitable person may
appointed administiator of said estate. Ap-

tion upon his throat

crop.

COMRANY.

Years

Successors to Hutchins Bros.

Estate of Caroline C. Bacon
Winterport.
j Petition of Arno L Paeon, guardian, that he
mi) he licensed ti stil atd cor.vej certain

““Estate of Aberina S, T wle, .ate of SearF*rst acc. unt pre-o-nted i r all-War.ce
| by Henry B. Harr, executor
Estate of Juhn Greer, iaie of Belmont. F'lrst
j
and final account preer-nUd for allowance b£
Thomas E. Greer, exteutor.
Stocku>n
F
late
of
Springs,
Mary
French,
Petition that Cr.aries A. French ur :
deceased
Estate of Charles N. Black, late ot Belfast
some oih-rr suitable person may b
appointed First an: final account prrstnte»l for allowadministrator of said estate. Application that j ance by George F Biack, administrator,
no bond be r<qiired from said administrator j
Eetate
f J
1 A
Work, late of Jackson_
| First and
is contained in tne petition for prub-te ther*
final account [ resented for allow
of.
Petition presented by said Charles A. ance
Janies Work, acministrator.
by
French, son at d heir al-Uw of said deceased.
Estate of Bertha H. Sampson, late of FreeGeorge A. Ingraham, late of Knox, deceas- dom. Final acc uut presented for allowance
ed. Petiti n that John W. I; graham or some
by Clement W. V\ escott, administrator,
older suitable person ma> be appointed adEstate of Emma Gertrude Lane of Brocks,
: ministrator of saio estate.
Application that
Inird account presented for allowance by
no bond be rtquired from said administrator
Kate
A. Lane, guardian.
is contained in the pe.ition for probate thereEstate of Uceba G
of.
Petition presented by Bessie VS. IngraMarden, late of Frosham, widow and heir-at law of said deceased. I ect. First and finai account presented for
allowance
Wendell
deFI.
by
late
of
Searsmont,
Marden, executor.
A.
Otis
Wellman,
Estate of William H Curtis, late of Monroe.
ceased. Petition that Elizabeth M.Wehman
Fi»-s
and final account presented for allowor some otoer suitable person may be appointApplication ance by F'redenck L. Palmer, administrator.
ed administrator of said estate.
that no bond be required from said administraEstate of Rcwena Clarey, late of Troy. Petor is contained in tLe petition for probate
thereof. Petition presented by said Elizabeth tition of Arvesta Chase and Joseph B. VickM. W ellman, widow and heir at-law of said ery. legatees under the will, that Haruld K.
Stone or some other suitable person be apdeceased.

Schcol began at the stream Tuesday*
Sept. 4th, with Mrs. Roberta Clement as
teacher.
Iddo Yeaton has returned from Bangor

be

CENTAUR

Hutchins &

lDgly

Albert D. Snow, late of \\ inter* urt, ceceas
ed
Will and petition for probate thereof nd
that letters testamentary issue to Fannie A.
Snow, she being the executrix named therein
H';d presents ea.d petition
Application that
no bond be required from said executrix i*
for
contained in the petition
prebate thereof.
Tbaddeua I. Huxford, iate of brooks, ie
ceased.
Petition mat Ctara E. huxford or
some other suitable person may t>e appointed
administrator of said btatiApplication that
istrator
no bol d be required fr tr said adm
is contained in me petition for probate thereHuxE
said
Clara
of.
Petition presented by
ferd, widow ani heir at- aw of taid deceas-d.

tives.

will

v?

In Use For Over 30

petition for probate thereof.
Montviiie. dreeased.
John V. Busher, late
and that
Will and petition for probate there,
letters testamentary issue to Hattie T. Lusher,
she being the executrix named therein anti
presents raid petition. Abdication that no
bond be r- quired of said xecutnx is contain | executors.
ed in the petition for nr.bate thereof.
ed in the

Herbert Harding and family motored
recently to Lisbon Falls, visiting rela-

w

conuSa

It

substance.h!

j

KNUX

Hospital,

Oil, Pareeort.

pleasant.

RANDALL,
Street,

known,

This

It is

CASTORIA always

GENUINE

..

j

His concern is for the welfare of the
equipment is being wrought
rioter, Dot for the welfare of the lawmammoth
machinery abidiog citizen. He glories in the success
of dismantling the
of war is progressing at a rapid pace.
of crime and bewails the supremacy of
to
s
dispose of I law. He exalts tyranny by intimidation
The government attempt
auction
only
having
brought
tbe plant by
In his j
and destroys respect for courts.
low bids, it was decided to sell it piece- zeal for protection of the right of some i
meal. Ponderous as is much of tbe equip- men to quit, he has no thought for the :
He justifies
ment, the government’s investment at right of other men to work.
Hog Island represents nearly everything himself by quoting constitutional guaran- |
In the words ot J. T. tees of free speech, but be is in league
man requires.
n, the government’s agent in charge with men who defy the constitutional ;
le sale, “everything except airplanes,
He is
guarantee of freedom to live.
os and oil paintings.’’
Nearly every against this government or any govern- |
iu, auction sales are held to dispose of
ment that preposts to protect the rights
things ranging from household furniture of all from the brute force of a few. He
It
is
estimatto steel in 100,000 ton lots.
is an undesirable citizen in any country
ed that by tbe time t be sale closes Decem- at any time
will
have
been
realized
ber 1, $25,000,000
One of
on steel and equipment alone.
The Law of
the recent large purchases made at the
York
steel
a
New
was
brokerage
by
yard
Quite likely the United States Supreme
house which bought 105,000 tons of steel.
Court will decide if it ever has the chance
Twenty-five of the 30 huge ways, re- that the same limitations that apply to
senting high engineering skill, are al- combinations of capital also apply to
ly down, and tbe general appearance combinations of labor. Wre have in mind
tbe yard today is that of a tornadojust at this moment the decision rendered
pt place. It is expected that some
in a suit brought by a bank to enjoin a
large manufacturing or storage plant will ;
of banks from gathering up a lot of
be erected on Hog island after the govern- group
checks and presenting them all at once
it
off.
ment has cleared
in order to embarrass or‘‘break” the bank
The
against which they were drawn
shipwrights are needed at the banks that presented the checks contend
Navy Yard to carry on work ed that they had a right to present the
The salary la
> now in progress.
checks whenever it suited their conven
The ience—that they could present them for
hour for a 40 hour week.
oo
an
8-hour
ard is working
day payment one at a time or they could acMtj
The work wiil last cumulate them for a month and present
ahift 5 days a week.
until January 1 and perhaps longer.
Ap- them all at once. The purpose of preplicants must have had at least three senting them all at once was to coerce
years’ experience in shipwright work. the bank into doing something it did not
Those who meet the requirements and want to do.
desire appointment may either fill out
The Supreme Court held that while the
Form 1800, which may be obtained from banks holding checks against another
tbe local civil service secretary at tbe bank had a right to present them whenpost office or customhouse, or may apply ever they chose to do so in the ordinary
by letter or in person at the office of the course of bus ness, they did not have the
Recorder of the Board of Labor Employright to accumulate the checks and pre
ment, Navy Yard, Bo ton.
sent them in a bunch for the purpose of
breaking down the business of the bank
MAINE IS ALLOWED $463,440 FOR called upon to pay. In other words, wbat
ROADS
men may do legally when acting sepaHER FEDERAL AID
rately and in the usual course of business,
has
recently
Commission
they may not do if they act by concert
The Highway
received certification by the Secretary of and for an evil purpose.
The same principle would seem to apply
Agriculture of the sum apportioned to
each State out of tbe appropriation of to the right of men to quit work. While
$50,000,000 recently authorized by Con- they may quit severally, and in the ordiJune 30, nary course of employment, it would
gress for the fiscal year ending
1923. The sum apportioned to the State aeem that their conduct in quitting colof M.in* is $463,440.17, and the Commis- lectively for the purpose of breaking
sion may apply for Federal aid projects down another man’s business would be
aum any time between the
just as unlawful as the collection and
aaainst
ways

Soothing Syrups.
Opium, Morphine nor

sleet!

a

political

concludes,
“If,” Miss
grumbling American could be forced to
spend six months in Europe, he woulc
It is
return a happy and loyal citizen."
a pity the investment in
patriotism and
be
cannot
contenumn
generally made.

CASTORIA

harmless substitute for Castor

other narcotic
neither
For more than thirty years
age is its guarantee.
it
been in constant use for the relief of Constipatio n,
Flatulent*
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness
arish
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and B> wels
of
the assimilation
Food ; giving healthy and natural ™
The Children’s Comfort—The Mother’s Friend.

—New York Herald.

To all r*r50P5 mt4.rcs.ttd in either of the
estates hereinafter named:

a

and

Drops

At a Fuhate tturt !i .l st Belfast, in and
A CAPABLE WOMAN for gcnerj
1 W »Iro. c r the sect rd Tue«for ffce t\ui t>
housework. Apply to
ur Lord or e
ir. the ye*r of
tf
er,
day
Sepum
;
MRS. WM M.
! sores to us make demand upon our synithousand r.ire hundred ard twenty it", The
2 Church
Belfast
tf37
paihy. There must be no end to our foU«:r.g matte:s havi* g been presented fur
their
hands i the action thereuj on hereinafter indicated, it
will ngness to peur gold into
us
as
to
from
where
—and no questioning
is he rety orctre c, that < lice ih root he given
Estate of Israel VS Parker, late o? Belfast.
1
the money goes afterward.
to ail i ersci e interested b> causing a e.py of
f NPetition
S. KIrtcher, ex-cu:r;x, for
once e week for
to
te
order
this
war
published
cunning,
plans I
determination of collateral mheritai ce tax.
Pleasure,
?
tb*- seed'd
—these are ihe things America is financ- | three weeks euccepsiveiv b- *-e
Estate » f NJ»r> E Hahn, late of LincolnTuesday of October, A. 1), 1922, in The Re- j
No wonder the peoPelilioo of V\ VS. Ogi*r, *xrcut.r, for
ing across the sea
vi le
a
rc«c^a|er pul’ished aid
* ub!:car. Jturnto
this
not
submit
nation's
etn n of collateral inheritance tax.
will
there
determit
ple
in said County, that they
at Relfs^
printed
be hei'i at
gaze the results of profiteering from u-1
Estate of Joel A
W.-rk, la’e of Jackson
rra> apt ear st a Probate Court tu
Petition of J -.meg Wcrk. administrator, that
hate t ffice ir. said Belfast on the second
ti
Europe dares not make the truth
i
so seeks to silence questions by increas
Tuesday of Oc ober. A. D. 1922, at ten o’clock the Judge of Pr< bate may determine who are
in tne forenoon, and be heard tnereou if tfaej 1 entitled to e«id tsrate and their respective
edly stentorian cries for larger gifts.
I shares therein ar.d distribute the same accord*
see
cause.
Ferber
“the

right?”—MaiDe rarmer..
There is
Washington, Sept. —.
something fundamentally wrong with a

Castoria is

flying

■

LlbtKTY.

yourself

What is

the
of the l mted States army
continent in less than a .lay is the most
clean cut sky performance of thj sumDoolittle hopped off at a^ beach
mer.
73 minnear 'Jacksonville, Ha., stoppel
arid
utes tor fuel at San Antonio, Tex.,
went on in the second jump to S in D.ego,
275 mile*
His flying time for the
Calif.
mean*
was 21 hours and 18 minutes. This
an
average speed of a mile ani threeaero $

—

cbapr els to aid Eurore.”
If Miss Feiber's first hand noting of
this situation :s to be accepted as worthy
| of consideration, it misht as well be recalled in conneotiozi that li11:e other
States
mcuey w I ich gees frem the Unite..
to Europe seems to reach actual need,
Funds for purchases, funds for
either.
loans, funds for contributions—how little
they seem to siTect economic conditions
Yet these various exin the old world!
penditures of America in Europe total
billions of dollars—encugh to make over
: the countries receiving the vast sums if
j only business foresight, true wisdom,
marked the use of the wealth by the r
j cipients. there do not want us for cur“People
; selves,” declares JMiss Ferber, ''but oniy
I ior what they can get out of us”
Here is the secret of America’s inability to werk good id the old world. Euf good to
rope dors not want that kind c
result which the statesmanship and the
philanthropy of the United States might
1
All your charity and
make possible
none of your advice”—thus the natu.
which continually exhibit their beggars’

the Contiiidr. 1.

The flight of Lieut. James H. L'oolittlc

Rub Vicks over throat
and chest until the skin
then
becomes red
spread on thickly and
cover the parts with a
hot flannel cloth.

prcpet

Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health
” °<
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
Never attempt to relieve your baby
Wjt>,
remedy that you would use for

Lawrence W esley Burriii isie o.
deceased. Petition that Elmer E. Spear of
and Mate
Everett, in the County of Middlesex
suitable perof Massachusetts, or some other
! son may be appointed administrator of said
Petition presented by said Elmer E.
estate.
I

port.

pointed

named in

trustee

of said

said petition.

estate

for

Estate of Joshua E. Crockett, late of Winterport. First and final account presented for
allowance oy Etta J. Homer, executrix.
ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.
Notice is hereby
appointments have

given that the following
been made by the Probate
Court, within and for the County of V\ aldo and
State of Maine.
Estate of Edith M. Lawrence, late of Montville. I-awrence D. Clark of Winnecook. Mon-

appointed

September 12, A. D.
Unity appointed agent.

^Estate

ance tax.

Furniture

leave a trail of
wetikness. Build up on

Cc3it’s Emulsion
It promptly, pleasantly and
'ctually adds
•‘•rength to the body.

S

e*.

;

up resistance.
t

:’e

..

and

f’..

t-id

N

J

>r^’j
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De

general storing

at

Lemos’, Eaton Blocl
fU'ih Street

Personal

Property

BOUGHT AND SOLD

Lemos, Eaton Block

De

..a

High Street
__

for 1

Photogra phs

6 fcr $1.00

Kodak

Finishing
[24

Ping Pongs 15

STUDIO
Belfast, Me.

We sell Films

PlULAlt IVUIICtS
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she bus been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate erf
OllS K. RYDER,

late

tor 25 null

enlarging anJ framing.

Lemos’, Eaton Block,

De

High Sheet.

Point Lace
FOR THE

WEDDING DRESS
of real
We have several fine pieces
Point Lace which we are orTerinS**
A.so w**
very reasonable prices
Lace a
line pieces of Venetian
Call and **
Irish Crochet Lace.

the

1

at the Journal office.

PARTR.D6E

SUE M.

in the County of Waldo. decea?td. and gi en
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against tbe estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and ail indebted thereto are requested to make

Take

pa>ment immediately.

ALMA J. RYDER.
Belfast, Me. Sept. 12,1922.

the

hard
Work

,

MICHAEL O’LEARY, late of Belfast.

County of Waldo, d^eaatd, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands sgaiLsi the estate of said deceased
are desired to present tbe same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto art requested to make
payment immediately.
WILLIAM P. O’LEARY.
Belfast, Me August 8, 1^22

i

Out

in the

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on .the 12th day of September, 1922.
Albert Pierce, administrator of the estate of
Sarah L, Pierce, late of Frankfort, in said
County, deceased, having presented his final
account of administration of said es-tate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published at Belfast, in said county, that all persons interested may attend at a
'Probate Court, to be held at Bel fsat, on the
10th day of October next, and show cause,
if any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
A true copy. Atteet:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

WILSON

L

AMY

of Belfast,

The subADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator, of the estate of

montj

FIUMS DEVELOPED.
Picture

TO 36 HOURS

M. A. COOK’S

executor

1922, E. B, Hunt of
Estate of Lillie M. Nickerson, late ot BelSpear.
fast.
Foster C. Small, M. D of Belfast apdeSidney J Yeurg, late of Lincolnville.
pointed excutor September 12, A D, 1922.1
petition tbit Joseph S. Mulhn or
ceastd.
be
Estate ol Jane E. Thayer, late of Winterappointed
same otter .uitable person msy
mat
port. Joshua H. Thayer of Winterport apadministiat.T of said estate. Application
Baid administrator pointed executor Septtmber 12, A, D. 1922
no bona be i.quired from
for probate thereis contained in the petition
Estate of Lena E. Jones, late of Brooks,
0f.
Petition presented by said Joseph b.
Willard S. Jonrs of Brooks.appointed executor
Mullin.,
September 12, A. D. 1S22.
deceasFlorence E. Bacbelcer, late of Troy,
Estate of Hamah J. Merrifield, late of Paand
W ill and petition tor probate thereof
ed
Addie J. Word Sirc'.air of Palermo
lei mo.
or acme other suitalao that preu O, Gocdwin
appointed- executrix Sep*ember 12, A. D. 1922,
with
administrator,
sb.e person he appointed
Estate of F rank C, Boarcman, late of Iaiesnamed in said
the will annexed, the executer
Wendell H. Boardman of Isleaborc apboro.
will having deceased. Petition presented by
named in said pointed administrator September 12, A.D. 1922Winnie W Mcnrce. a legatee
Estate of Varnum k. Phil brook, late of W inwill.
late of Jackaon.
terport, tmma R. Pb.lbrook of Winterport
Estate of Angie L. Keith,
adm.m.lrator
appointed administratrix September 12, A. L).
Petition of Allred J. Keith
ard convey at 1922.
that he may he licensed to sell
real estate aituated in
Estate of Charles H. Douglass, late of Knox.
private sale, certain
deceased and deCharles J. Ricn of Knox appointed adminisJackson, helot ging to se.d
trator September 12, A. D. 1922.
eented in said petition.
late of SearsEstate of Carroll J. Clark, late of NorthEstate of Abetine S. Towle
executor,
Hart,
B,
pert. Petition of Henry sel. and convey at port. Libel J. Clark of Northport appointed
to
administratrix
licensed
be
September 12, A. D. 1922.
that he may
real estate aituated in t
Estate of Abtie M. Thompson, late ot Belprivate sale certain
said
in
petition.
fast. Selwyn Them peon of Belfast appointed
Searsport and described
late of Winadministrator September 12, A, D. 1922.
EatiU of Yarn urn R. Philbrcok.
adR.
Philbrook,
Emma
of
terport. Petition
Estate of Edwin Reynolds of Unity.! Edwin
be licensed to sell
ministratrix, that she may
B. Hunt cf Unity appointed guardian Septemcertain tea! estate
and convey at private aale
deeeribed in said ber^ A. D, 1922
Situated in Winterport and
Estate of Ecwin D. Burd, late of Medford,
petition.
late of Belfast in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Eva
Estate ot Charles N. Bleck,
T.
Burd of Medford appointed administratrix
admin.atr.tor
Petition of Geo.ge F. Black,
inheritance September 12, A. D. 1922. John R. Dunton ol
for determination of collateral
Belfast appointed agent.
Dated at Belfaat, in said County of Waldo
late of
of Lyman W. Wentworth,
19th day^of SeptemC. Ford, execu- and State of Maine this
Searsport, Petition of Amelia
A. D- 1922.
ber,
inheritof coilateraj
dstetmination
for
trix,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Register.

COLDS1

u

purposes

Emma J. Colerran, late of Hingham, MassaAuthenticated copy of will end
chusetts,
petition .for probate thereof having teen presented for probate with petition that the same
may be allowed, filed and recorded and that
lettersjtestamentary i-6ue to Ralph H. Willard
of Belmont, in the County of Middlesex and
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Application tnat no bond be required from said executor is contained in tne petition for probate
thereof.

tar a
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Wash
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over
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you <'*'
clothes thoroughly—»**** the fintf*
and effort and never >nJ all *crocer>For sale at
of fabrics.
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come from Jim.
Pinning them
she sighed ns she gave n (Inal sapWould Jim ever
vey In the mirror.
hove recognized. In the sophisticated
image which met his gnze, his little

always

Public Will Resist}!mposition.
...

i.

*h

*ar.l

'0t

imneh

Vw.JLr M

1 M

Marie Tires of
Ji.n

■EZ3EZ&EZZ3I

H*

By

LOUIS RAYBOLD
v

Three centuries ago, in 1622, Sir Fer li- ;
Jo Gorges ant Captain J hn Mason
procured from the Council for New Eoga p’tent for the region between the
Merrimsc and Sagadahoc rivers, and 60
miles inland, under the name of the
Province of Maine." t he patent gave the
conpany not on y the monopoly of trade,

lanJ

extensive powers of Government and

tion of new burdens.
At first they had tnude plans for
a
somewhat Indefinite future, but of
lute they had grown—Marie especially
—to seize the present and let the days
to come take care of themselves.
And
this
now,
afternoon
sunny
when an ndvnnce spring breeze perfumed the air. they had quarreled.
like
Jim,” walled
"Yes, I
you,
Marie finally, only—only I think I am
tired of you and tired of being engaged. Yes, it's dreadful to say, but
how much better to find out before we
are ni-marrled.
So here's your r-Mng!”
Stupidly, Jim held out Ids hand
for the shining Jiit of Jewelry. Then
“t )f
he straightened his shoulders,
course, dear,” he said soberly, "It's
I'll—I'll try to take It
worlds better.
sensibly. Now, let's go home."
If, after Jim had left Marie, he

policy,
resort the public will adopt such
itself
if necessary, in order to protect
coal and
from such gross injustice as the
If unionism stands together
ran ‘•trikes.
for imposition on the public, the public
stand united in resist mce.
»i
•■Union* that were not directly parti
cipating in the coal and rail strikes may
If
fact.
as well understand that simple
the outthey are not in sympithy with
should
rage of the past few months, they
say so.
If, on the other hand, they pro
their funds and
pose to contribute from
that
by their influence to help the unions
ex
disregard public welfare, they must
not only united,
pci i to find the public
but aggessive in self defense.”
a

on

Maine.

constantly increasing prosperity
people of Latin America. We have our
domestic problems incident to the expanding life of a free people; but there is
no imperialistic sentiment among us to
cast even a shadow across the pathway of
Dur progress.
We covet no territory, we
leek no conquests; the liberty we cherish
'or ou selves we desire for others, and we
issert no rights for ourselves that we do
lot accord to others.
We sincerely delire to see throughout this Hemisphere an
ibiding peace, a reign of justice and the
JifTusion of the blessings ol beneficent coiperation.
jtis this desire which forms
Ihe basis of Pan-American sentiment."

census summary.

The number of farms in the United
itates reporting co-operative purchasing
'I farm supplies through farmers’ organzstions in 19 9 was 329,499,or 5.1 per
*ot of all farms
In six States, co-opMttve purchasing of farm supplies was
'Ported by over 20,000 farms, as follows:
“»a, 32 530; Kansas, 32,321; Minnesota,
Nebraska, 27,335; Wisconsin, 21,jjidll;
«•
Ohio, 21,250.
.Important iten s purchased co-operaJv'ly were fertilizer, feed, binder twine,
pr4ying materials, coal crates, boxes,etc.

RAILROAD CONDITIONS

Railroads

at

j

of Ihe country

are

moving

largest volume of business in their
“tory except in the month of October,

it was announced recently at the
'•tern offices of the Association of
way Executives.
I
J“*t**t figures on shop employes at
orfc on roads
including those which
*de separate settlementa with union
°P crafts, who struck
July 1, showed
Per cent, of the normal forces at work

**ae®i
imi^sStern
o5 per cent
a

on

86.4 on

eastern

lines

southern lines.

hat wrill they
get by with next, on
wheels? Now comes Mr.
and three chil|r.n'lr?' J°hn V. Sawyer
who are touring the
ionh°f J°ne8Port,
bju 5rn parf of the State in an automoSleeping quarters, a
titch* pp®a^°w.
a
lure a ar« toilet room, plenty of furnicontained under that travel
I
inB
He. 6 Eair weather or foul, it is all
to. them, where they park their
car th
:er® fheir home is and where their
w ls>
here’s their car.

Inn x°ad\on

cross

to

A>mo3t 75 year3 in the
ket.

location in Baton's
Established 1818.

window

bright

Give them from a half to two
little cubes of Analax at bed time.

Big Mar-

CITY DRUG STORE
The Rexali Store

Fruit and Produos

Commission'Msrchants.

only

on

When their little feces are
clouded with trouble, it is a sure
sign that there KEALLY IS
trouble somewhere.
Generally
with their bowels.

Mirket, Boston, Miss.

sans

1.

und

when it is clean
the inside as well
as cn the outside. And so does
the lielit shine from the face of
the little child when it is clean
from within as well as without.

COLE, Inc.,

132 Faic.nl Hill

children

fl^HE light shines through the

REAL) & HILLS,

APPLE 3 O J * 3PE01 ALT/.
Prompt anl Effieient Service. Stencils furnished on application.
Boston.
References any Commercial Afency; Beacon Truat Co

Proprietors
Belfast, Maine

P. O. Square,

PURETEST

Aspirin Tablets

Oh. Jim!”

REST ON THE SEVENTH DAY

ANCIENT SIGNS AND PROVERBS

Decree That So Ordained Had Foundation in Deep Wisdom, According
to This Writer.
t

Have Been Borrowed From Spain and
Are More or Less Generally Believed in America.

The choice of one day In seven Is
certainly the wisest that could have
been made. However arbitrary It may
appear, and may be to a certain extent, to shorten or lengthen work on

their signs nnd
proverbs. Our own land living comparatively new, lias not so many of
its own as the others, but it has borrowed a good many here and there.
Here are some translated from the
Spanish language and which, so far
A1I

account
day, I am nevertheless persuaded that six days are the
exact measure of a man’s physical
pincers of endurance, whether In labor
There is
or
uniform employment.

Idleness; and thus
There Was Nothing Slow About Bert,
And he
of this monotonous waiting.
offered no happier prospects after marriage. if marriage could ever be. Well,
his sole duty now lay with his brother.
As far os Marie was concerned
no
other mnn than Jim had ever
claimed even one tiny thought. Yet
there was another man in the olBng
—a tall, sleek, not unattractive youth,
who had many times eyed Marie admiringly ns they ascended together in
the elevator to their respective places
And that man, Bert
of employment.
Rogers, had decided to meet Marie.
Six days after Marie's engagement to
Jim was broken he accomplished his
wish through the agency of a fellow

Stenographer of Marie’s.
And on the day after he met Madrove her In his small but
mile-devouring roadster far up along
the Hudson. There was nothing slow
rie

Bert

about Bert.
Marie, left at loose ends of her
own making, found life far more exciting now than it had been with Jim.
Jim’s money had been limited and
had had to be spent In many ways.
Bert's appeared to be ample and had
but one outlet—one good time nfter
another. And .lust now it pleased him
to Include Marie.
Seats at the latest comedy; supper at the most exclusive little restaurants; hamper picnics on dlstnnt
beaches; midnight dances at softly
floored dance halls—
lighted, glass
Marie went the pace and didn’t stop
to wonder when—or where—it would
all end.
Arrived the night of the infantry
ball, the one annual extravagance she
and Jim had permitted themselves.
Bert tossed tickets for it Into her lap
as they sat together on a grassy bluff
overlooking the Sandy Hook panorama.
"Not crazy about it,” said Bert in
his blase way, “but we might as well
take it in."
Other years Marie had not fussed
unduly about her clothes. Poor old
Jim had thought that whatever she
wore outshone the costumes of all the
others. Bert, Marie realized, was considerably more critical. Therefore she
drew on her rainy jlay balance and

splurged.
Bert’s

flowers

were

lavish

and

showy, and, Marie couldn’t help but
think, not nearly ns fragrant as the
modest

Popular Mechanics Magazine.

bunch

of

violets

which

had

we

enjoyment

spiritual
—W.

!

Von

ami

peace
Humboldt.

real

consolation.

Good Luck Charms of Gamblers.
Unusually rich In superstitions are
the famous gambling resorts of Deauville and Monte Carlo, and queer are
the faiths of the men and women In
At
good luck charms and omens.
Monte Curio a man and woman appeared at the tables each night, and
while the man played, the woman remained seated nursing a black eat
for luck.
The man’s luck was good at first,
To play with
but it changed later.
the third and fourth fingers of the
left hand crossed is a device which
one woman allirmed gave her luck, but
she could not explain it.
At Deauville a Russian explained
his success by admitting that he ate
a
considerable quantity of almonds
for dinner every night. Amethyst tie

popular at the gambling rebecause of their alleged luck
bringing virtues, and every hunchback
that appears on the streets Is rubbed
pins

are

against constantly.
Blue

Sheep in Shetland.

There are some persons who doubt
In Sir
the existence of blue sheep.
Walter Scott’s diary during his tour
in the Shetlands is the following:
“We climbed a hill, about three miles
from Lerwick, to a cairn, which presents a fine view of the Indented coast
of the island, and the distant isles of
Monsa and others. I nfortunately the
We returned by
circuitous route, through the same
sterile country. These muirs are used
of
as a connnonty by the proprietors
the parishes in which they lie, and
without any regard to the ex-

day is rather hazy.
a

each,

as
tent of his peculiar property, puts
much stock upon them as he chooses.
“The sheep are miserable-looking,
hairy-legged creatures, of all colors,
I often wondered
even to sky blue.
I
where Jacob got speckled lambs;
of the
think now they must have been

BU.

The farmer* of the country
NEW CONTAINER IS A BOON TO
tributing their bit toward the restoration
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
of normalcy. The farmer has never been a
of corrosive

The New
j

READ & HiLLS,
P. O. square,

Chevrolet
$608 Delivered

con-

shirker and he has never gone on a strike.
If the farmers were to strike we would
surely be in a bad way. They enjoy no
eight hour day, they get no extra pay
for overtime and there are no rules and
regulations pertaining to the conditions

Manufacturers and
chemicals have been handicapped in the
A patmatter of transport and storage.
ented container, now being put on tbe
market, will enable them to realize the
in first cost, handling and under which they labor.—Marion, Ind,,
economy
Chronicle.
freight charges, and depreciation, as well
dealas the safety and convenience that
ers of less active products have enjoyed.
It consists of a flexible rubber cylinder
suitably suspended in a wooden barrel.—
FO.T FLETCHER’S
! Fromthe October Popular Mechanics I
Magazine.
|

Children Cry

| CASTOR1A

Proprietors,
Belfast, Maine

Easta gmu luisJic.
BANGOR

Another car load of Chevrolet cars this
week.
Always a good car, now better
than ever before.
Here are the 7 new

LINE

Steamships Belfast and Camden

If thou wlshest to have a
not bark.
wife choose her on a Saturday and
not on a Sunday.—Marion Holmes in

A. W.

KNIGHT, Monroe, Maine,

Ajaat far 'll-;

ai-i

V

la

County.

Chicago Daily News.
Streets in Dutch Towns.
In most of the Dutch towns there
are streets with the word gedempte atThis means
tached to their names.
that in some access of modernizing
zeal, those townspeople have tilled in
the canal of that particular street,
and so have abolished one of the chief
But
features of a street in Holland.
little of that kind of performance Is
found in Enghuizeu, where the town
stands so greatly upon the ancient
There ure beuutiful broad naviways.
gable canals here, and little ones,
mostly shaded with trees, even to the
harbor wall. There you may look out
from the Stavoren Poort and think of
the legend that gave the name to It:
that a road once ran from here to
Stavoren, across those 13 miles where

f

sea

Carries

GEO. *E. DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

a

complete line of

Hunkses, Blankets, Automobile Robes, Steamer Rugs,
Storm Aprons, Trunks, Suit
Cases, Traveling Bags, Ladies’

Bags

and Purses.

(Bay*Trunks, Harnesses, Bags

and

Suit

you

repai-ed

oses

while

C am 5 in and look over our stock.
We shall be glad to meet you.
Everything guaranteed as represen

--

ted

Homesick Ducks.
A curious Instance of the homing Instinct In a duck and a drake occurred
In the parish of Barr the other week
(writes a correspondent to The ScotsAt the last term In May the
man.)
fowls were brought by a shepherd from
the farm of North Balloeh to the farm
of Warlea, a distance of 12 miles. All
went well until last week, when they
left their new home. They were seen
by a herd on Changne farm crossing
the moor In the direction of their old
home, and as soon as they reached
the burn at South Balloeh they took
to the water and swam the remainder
of the distance, reaching North Balloeh

again safe and sound.

_

56 Main Street, Belfast, Me.,
HARRY MARTIN, Proprietor.
Tel. 329-11

at

the picture

y

House for Sale
A five

room

house and factory.

Charles K Hill of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the seventh
day of May, 1917, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 326. Page 13, conveyed
to T. R. Savage Uo. of Bangor, in the
County of

WHEREAS,

Penobscot and State of Maine, a certain parreal estate situate in said Winterport, in
said Cmnty of Waldo and State of Maine, and
bounded and described as follows: A certain
lot or parcel of land situated on the east side
of Main Street in Winterport village, in said
Winterport, bounded as follows: Beginning at
the northwest corner of the Methodist Church
j lot; thence running north on said Main Street
and county road sixr.y eight (68) feet; thence
easterly at right angles between the residence
i of said Hill and the Merrill house, so-called,
i one hundred thirty-two (132) feet; thenee
I southerly at right angles sixty-eight (68) feet
to the north line of the Methodist Cfturch lot:
westerly by said Methodist Church lot
| thence
Excepting and re*
| to the place of beginning.
] serving, however, to the said Charles R. Hill,
his heirs and assigns forever, a right of way
as now existing for teams and foot
passengers
from said county road between the house and
| store on the lot hereby conveyed to the said
i Merrill house and lot for ail purposes connected with the occupation of siid home and lot;
and whereas the conditions of said mortgage
has been broken,
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the conditions thereof the said T. R. Savage
Co. claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
T R SAVAGE CO.
By EUGENE T. SAVaGE, Treasurer,
i
3w38
September 13, 1922

Dr. Hester Brown

Cemented cellar and electric lights.
A. P. LORD,
Enquire of
Box 154, Camden, Maine.

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

28

1922 Auto

Discretion.
“You don’t make as many speeches
as you used to.”
“No,” replied Senator Sorghum. "A
man who wants to be popular must
avoid detaining people with talk when

they would rather be
theaters.”

BELFAST LEATHER STORE

yl

Notice of Foreclosure

cel of

wait.

now

Direct freight service between Porland and
New York ia resumed from the Near State
Pier Portland, Maine.
Through rates and direct track connections
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railoads.

THE

HI 11 SHE

There is, likely
rolls.
enough, truth in it although remote indeed must those times be.
the

Leave B

License

30

and

Registration
APPLICATIONS,

Notary Public.

Justice of the Peace

Hayfjrd Block, Belfast.

Maine

tf4

I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
ng.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.

ALGOLA PILLS

probable

signature

on

each box.

connection.

|W. W. BLAZO A SON,

ReYOlYing Bookcase

got their good eyes out for the birds and
recently reports have been coming in
that white winged cross bills have been
HOR SALE
The Ran- !
seen in a number of sections.
For
particulars
app'y at the
geleys, in Auburn, at Bingham, on the ,
JOURNAL OFFICE.
birds
have
been
these
obI
Eustis tidge,
i
served. The white winged crossbill, it is
interesting to note, nest mainly in spruce
trees and visit Maine only at rare interTheir usual range is from the !
vals.
northern part of the United States as
Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation.
winter quarters.
Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
These birds have been seen this fall on
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
rharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
It is not
Mt. Percival in Northport.
1103, Citv Hall Station, New York. See
that they nested there.

lei. 320

Trucking

must be sworn to.

MAURICE W. LuRD

High-Street.

Telephone
3

DRUG STORE
The Rexall Store

v igor viaily, except
Sunday, at 2 p,
improvements:
m, (Standaro Time), Winterport, 2 4b p. m,.
1. New rear axle with spiral cut gears. Bucksport, 8.30 p. m., Belfast, 5.00 p. m., for
2.
Improved ooiy and lowered front ! Cam len, R >ckland and Boston.
for that hospitable purpose, or throw
Return—Leave Boston daily, except Sunday,
seat.
He who trims his
salt in the Are.
at 6 p. m. (Daylight Saving Time),
Leave
3.
Timpkins Bearing in front wheels. Rockland
nails on Friday suffers from toothache,
daily, except Monday, ai 5 00 a. m„
4.
Hand controlled emergency brake j
in
the
assists
Nick
5
a
Ctraden
45
Old
| (Standard Time),
m.t Belfast
and moreover,
lever.
7.15 a. m foi Bucksport, Winterport and Bancutting. If a man dreams of his sweet5.
New top with gypsy side curtains. gor.j
his
pillow
heart and will at once turn
6
Improved springs.
At Boston connection is made via the MetHe who
7. Selective type transmission.
he will dream of her again.
ropolitan Line express freight and passenger
steamers
for New York and points South and
falls asleep in the kitchen will murry
This is the lowest priced, completely
It is unlucky to eat equipped standard car in the world today, West.
an old woman.
Be cautious backed by a company that has stood the
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
an orange after sunset.
tf35
of a silent man and of a dog that does test of time. ORDER NOW.
Portland-New York Freight Service.

The bird lovers of Maine have always
are

users

CITY

Shetland stock.”

--

—

cock crows in the night it is a sign
that a friend of the family has died.
He who yawns must not forget to
make a sign of the cross over his
mouth, else Satan will hop down ills
throat. He who feigns death will soon
die in reality. To sleep with the head
of the-bed toward the eust will bring
To keep a visitor from rebad luck.
maining too long put a broom behind
the door. The Portuguese use a shoe

sorts

THE FARMER

|

always blunder

between two extremes when we depart from the regular middle way
Rut if this he the
ordained for us.
ense when merely worldly considerations are taken Into account, how
much Is Its Importance altered when
we see In a religious point of view,
which makes the idea as well as the
of the day a source of

Puretest Aspirin Tablets are so skillfully made from TRUE ASPIRIN
they can be depended on to give
quick relief. Box of 24 tablets, 25
cents.
Only at

I know, have not found their way
into our collection of superstitions:
An infant crying during the ceremony of baptism will never reacli maturity. Every child will keep a place
When a
In heaven for its godmother.

j

*

\

countries have

as

too.

witnessed there the abolition of this
divine ordinance, iu order to establish
In Its room the dull, dry, decimal sysThe tenth day was to be what
tem.
our Sunday Is, and the work went on
for nine days consecutively; but when
this became evidently too much for the
strength many observed Sunday also,
at least as far as the police would
allow; hence resulted next too much

An eastern coal company, in opening
up three new mines, situated close together, was confronted with the problem
of transporting the output to a river 4 1 4
miles away, with steep and rugged hills
A railroad around the hills
intervening.
or one through them appeared to be too
expensive in first cost and in operation,
tunnel
so it was decided to bore a small
through the hills and convey the coal on
a series of belts, as shown in the October

CASTORIA

91

In allowing
the animals employed In man’s service to share In Ills rest. To lengthen
the time between this constantly recurring day of rest would he no less
foolish than Inhuman, though I once
When I
the experiment made.
saw
spent some years In Paris during the
time of the Revolution (1792-1805) I

BELT TO CARRY MINE’S OUTPUT
THROUGH LONG TUNNEL

dry

HALL &

longer punish

no

Son, £££’

H. J. Locke &

Mothers

Wise

A LINE OF GREETING CARDS

arms.

something humane,

six years.

FOR FLETCHER’S

L

Beautiful Colored Photographs
Views ot Bar Harbor and
Nutting's Famous Interiors

of one

to make the best possible use of the natIn 1920, there were
ural hot waters.
133,000 bathers at the old springs. It is
believ-d that the annual attendance at
the new bathhouse will reach the 300,000
Locker and dressing-room acmark
commodations are provided for 140 men
men, 600 boys, 250 women, and 100 users
It is believed that
of the private pools.
the institution will pay for itself within

Children

Anna Laektf

Sawyer’s

Marie.
"Yes—ves—-It’s
Oh, Jim,
could you come over for five minutes? Something to tell you!"
Fifteen minutes later .Tim stood In
the doorway, and straightway forgot
thnt n waiting taxi outside was running up a steep record. All he realized
was thnt Marie wns holding out both

I

HOT-SPKING BATHHOUSE
FOR SALT LAKfc. CITY

barges.

7/'i 4 natma
Tkat
*

-3 > PICTURES-:*-

5 gr.

person.

The distance of 4 1-4 miles, in which
ihere is a rise of 300 feet, will be made
with 20 conveyors in series, each deliverthe
ing the coal to the one ahead. At
loading end, the belt will be 5 feet wide
for receiving the coal direct from the
mine cars as they are hoisted up the
shaft, and will carry the coal 1 500 feet4
to the next conveyor, which will be
feet wide. The unloading belt at the
river will be 4 feet wide, and will deliver
to four or six other belts, which discharge the coal through chutes into

you had

SETH THOMAS CLOCKS are
built for accuracy for over a
guarantee of the maker, as well

telephone.

thing else!

Co-Operative

$721,983,639,

You can catch trains by.
dependable time-keepers,
century and backed by the
as by ourselves.

"Do you mean you aren’t tired of
me, after all, dear?” Jim wanted to
be sure.
“Well," nnd Marie dimpled. "I’d
rather be tired of you than of any-

Salt Lake City has at last made a reality out of what for years was but a dream,
siys George F. Paul in the October PopuNow that westlar Mechanics Magazin
ern city has a $350,000 bathhouse, which
will provide her own people and her visitors with natural hot-water bathing and
It contains a magnificent
swimming.
common pool, 120 by 50 feet in dimensions, a medium sized pool for private
parties, seven small pools for individual
use, and complete equipment for accomSpirit Growing
modating the patrons. The city commisin considering plans for the buildAmong American Farmers sioners,
ing, decided upon a structure of the Span-4
Sales through farmers’ marketing or- ish renaissance type, one that would have
Iiaizihons in the United States in 1919, both airy grace and restful dignity. Furthermore, the building was constructed
or an average
•mounted to
ll $1,412 for each farm reporting.
The
Dost important products marketed in this
My were grain, milk and cream, fruits
lad truck crjps, according to The World

man

-5:Ci.()CKS:€*

The crisis came at Intermission.
Half concealed by a screen of palms,
Bert threw his arm around Marie’s
shoulder. Thnt lnstnnt, Marie knew.
Knew that It was Jim and not Bert
who could bring her happiness.
"Take me home nt once, Bert,” she
Insisted coldly. “I'm—I'm sick of It."
And Bert, Inwardly sneering at the
girl #ho wouldn't "play up" as he
called It, wns forced to acquiesce.
Although the hour wns late when
Marie found herself at home and
alone. It wns not too late, she told
herself nervously, to find out If Jim
wns still free—free to become bound
again.
Quivering, she stood at the

|

from^failing

Umanac’s

life, and recalling the
grown tired of.

Using
(soft)

Directions

both American and Swiss, Gold Filled and 14k Gold

Snld he hnd a single-track
mind and couldn’t keep his feet and
his tongue going at the same time.
Oihl, after all, thought Marie to herself, to be dancing with the man who
was giving you the time of your young

wondered If any other nmn lmd been
the cause of her defection, he tried
to stifle the suspicion. To he sure, any
girl would have grown weary long ago

During tne same yeir, .nr umrgn out-lined a Provincial Charter from the
King conferring upon him the title of
Lord Proprietor of the Province of Maine,
his domain to be from the Kennebec to
the Piscataqua and backward 120 miles
He had absolute authorfrom the coast
ity over the people of his province who
were then not more than 80U in numbers.
Saco, established by him in 1623, contained one-half of this population.
Sir Georges drafted a cumberous constitution for his people and he was also emBituminous
for
power d of his own motion to levy taxes,
raise troops and^eclare war. There were
Coal.
almost enough officers provided for in the
one of
and start fire with wood, constitutional plan to give every
drafts
all
I 0pen
his subjects a public position
to prevent coal
together
close
it
Sir Georges was largely instrumental in
hymg
through. Have fire pot, ash procuring the new charter of 1620 for the
that
so that any coal
Plymcuth Company and was at all times
pan or ash pit clean
of its existence the most influential memover
used
again.
be
can
does fall through
In 1635 Sir Gorges
ber of that body.
Put in a layer of coal—about same amount sought to be appointed Governor General
After lire is of all New England, but the English Civil
as vou Jo with hard coal.
well caught add a little more coal, hire War, in which he espoused the Koyal
half !
cause, prevented him from ever actually
box should be kept n little more than
standj holding that office.
full t«> _et the best results from the
is burning !
poin* of economy. When lire
I
brisk.y lose bottom draft tight, but only
MAINE’S EUEL PROBLEM!
smoke
pipe |
check slightly the damper in
a little
Experiment
or chimney draft.
Governor Baxter sent Andrew P. Lane,
it
with chimney draft, but never close
State fuel administrator, to Phitade
the
it
well
burning
is
tight. When soft coal
Hreak this crust by phia a few Jays ago to make personal inwill form a crust.
with
same
vest igalion of (lie hard coal situation.
lightly poking and lifting
ot grate or
poker Practically no shaking
Mr. Lane has been in consultation with
be needed as
will
undArn**'*th
fro"'
raking
large operators and dealers and sends an
readny.
fall
through
and
line
are
ashes
the
message to the governor.
When banking to beep lire over night encouraging
Mr. Lane reports that four of the large
break crust and put on from two to four
lire anthracite coal companies have already
inches of coal. If you wish to hold
anthracite coal by rail and via
through day don't break up crust (the shipped to
points in Maine. This mesWhen
barges
coked coal) on top, let it alone
or
sage means that some anthracite coal
you want a quick, hot lire, take poker
will soon be available for Maine consumbar and break through top crust and gen
It will not be possible to deliver
\tly pry it up and open all drafts wide. ers.
more than a small quantity to each cusWatch fire and regulate drafts as needed.
disAlways keep chimney draft slightly open tomer, out such coal as comes wiii be
tributed equitably from time to time.
to pass oil gases. Dampen the coal slightwill be
ly. Have the air vent in fire door open a The amount for each consumer
little to aid combustion and burning on limited as there wilf not be enough to go
More air is required around.
Remember:
gase
Governor Baxter urges householders
on top of the fire, and more attention
consumers to put in small
throughout the day is required than with and other of
a good grade of bituminous
quantities
anthracite coal.
coal to carry them through the early
part of the winter. Governor Baxter be
Sound Doctrine.
lieves that many householders will find
that bituminous coal is more economical
Hughes, speaking and that some of them will doubtless
Secretary of State.
Most ot the
to the American residents of Rio de prefer it to anthracite.
States use bituminous coal exclusively
the
site
for
dedication
of
the
at
Janeiro,
and there is no reason why it cannot be
an American centennial monument at the
used in Maine by many people who never
exposition grounds, explained the attitude thought of using it before. If this is
the pressure on the
of the United States toward the South done it will relieve
anthracite market and will tend to keep
American countries as one in which all down prices
The anthracite market is
imperialistic sentiment was lacking and an artificial one and our people should
defined what he described as the basis of learn to use substitutes for it
Every
“You my
sentiment.
Pan-American
householder should use as much wood as
fellow-countrymen,” said Mr. Hughes, possible and burn oil and gas in stoves to
“know full well how sincerely we desire tide over the first
part of the winter.
the independence, the unimpaired soverMr, Lane will return to Augusta on
and
the
eignty, the political integr ty
to report to Governor Baxter in
of the Friday

Ladies’ Wrist Watches

danced.

lay aside enough to Justify the assump-

cou

acres
next

Newspaper Sjrn.ltcete.

The long engagement wus
none of Jim's wishing.
Force of circumstances In the shape of an Invalid
and absolutely dependent brother liud
made It Impossible for Jim, Just out
of Uie service when he met Marie, to

cil in 1629 a grant of 1,500,000
both sides of the Kennebec. The
few years saw numerous gran's of
land in Maine, eventually embracing the
whole seacoast from the Piscataqua to
the Penobscot, except the region between
and
tne Kennebec and Damariscotta,
most of this last was claimed by Plymouth under the Kennebec patent.
Tne monopoly given to the Council for
New England by the patent of 1620 had
been several times attacked in Parliament
where the opposition to monopolies had
rapidly arisen and in 1635 the patent was
surrendered. The territory was divided
Sir
by lot among the 12 patentees.
Georges receiving the share which, with
additions, was confined to him by Charles
The
I in 1639 as the Province of Maine.
grant made by the Royal Charter included
about one sixth of the present State of

the

McClure

happy.

control as well
A permanent settlement was begun at
Saco in 1623, followed by another at
The people of
Agamenticus, now York
Plymou'h, who had been trading on the
Kennebec and Penobscot, obtained from

the unions have urged me purgP ves
as are manufacchase of only such goods
lots of people
tured in union shops, and
their friendship for
have demonstrated
that policy. Now,
unionism by supporting
in general is to give
however, it unionism
to the
its moral and financial support
to tie up the
strike which threatened
the one
transportation of the country,
if it thinks
big union, the public, can,
to buy any
best, retaliate by refusing
goods made in any union shop.
be draatic,
Such a move as that would
It would be
but it would be elective.
Hut labor
adopted with great regret.
should understand that as a last

by

Waltham, E'gin, Illinois, Hamilton

ing way she hnd lenrned to love In
Jim.
Also, she didn’t care for the
silly compliments Bert whispered In
her ear ns he held her rather too
closely. Jlin never would talk as he

VVMVWU

For Just two years Marie and Jim
liud been engaged and until the day
before yesterday, they had been quite

nan

nut

l»22,

&•

v vvv

WATCHES FOR MEN

Marie?
For some reason nr other, nothing
went Just right. Bert could not dance
—at least, not In that Sturdy, swing-

The Province of Maine

leaders

———

on.

m

120 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

TO LET
3

or

4

Furnished Rooms

homekeeping, with modern
improvements. Inquire at

for light

tf38

44 MILLER STREET.

FULL AND SPARE TIME SOLICITORS
for the Fraternities in Mtina, N, H., R
I and Vermont. Either sex. Experiences
not necessary.
One Thousand Dollars to
be distributed for work to January 1.

Address, THE FRATERNITIES.

MANY

STOCKTON .SPRINGS

OLD-TIME CLARIONS
are

Among these who were home for the
was Irving Littlefield

cloaely approaching

week-end

Mr. H H. Halt and family went to Lavicat on.
grange last Friday, for a week'Misa Bertha Crocker arrived recently

THEIR GOLDLN JUBILEE
of constant

use.

indefinite stay with Mrs Angie
Mudgett.
Miss Smith of Lincoln arrived by tiain
Friday and is the guest of Capt and Mrs
for

TO-DAY’S CLARIONS
are even more carefully con-

structed

and have many

and exclusive

new

conveniences.

an

George Knox.

your dealer to show you.

I

BANGOR, MAINE

j

Established 183°

f

SEARSPORT
Mrs. Elizabeth Inman of Mancbeater
the guest of Mrs. J. C. Lombard.

Miss Maigaret Butman has returned to
Henderson, North Carolina, after spend-

Hogan of Thorndike

F. S.

is

Lester Conary has returned from
p visit with her sister, Mrs. Everett PhilMrs.

The annual convention of the Waldo
County Sunday School Association will
lips.
be held in the Methodist church, SearsEugene Dowming left Friday to accept | port, next Thursday morning, afternoon
a position as teacher in the University of
and evening.

Maine.

Mrs. A. T. Whittier is spending the
week in Park, the guest of Mrs C. U.

Greeley.
Mrs.

^
William Shorey and daughter,
are guests of Mrs. L. M.

Eleanor, of Bath,
Sargent.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Story Trundy entertained a party at their cottage at Swan
Lake on Sunday.

Hsynes of Boston !
Mrs. Haynes’ aunt, J

Mr. and Mrs. Robert
recent guests of
Mrs. Edmund Eno.
were

Miss Gertrude Lloyd left recently for
Milo, where she will resume her duties as
teacher in the public schools of the town.
Mils Valma

Webber left Monday for
Boston to enter the B.sion School of
Physical Education, for a course of training.
Dr. add Mrs. L. A. Roberts of Dorchester, Mass., motored to Searsport last week
and were guests of Mrs. Sidney M. Webber.
Mrs. James Parse and Miss Edith Parse

left Monday for Boston, where Miss Parse
will enter the Boston School of Physical
Education.
The Miases Mary and Azuba Decrow of
New York are spending a few weeks at
their camp at Blanchard’s Cove, Stock-

on a

steam-

Mr. Everett Knox arrived by bo3t Fri
day from a voyage of six or seven

months, to

visit his parents, C pt

and

Mrs. George Knox.
we

the bo Iv o'

k

George M. Kelley, a formir resident,
was brought to the
Cape J< son cemetery, Mount Recluse, f,ir interment

uate,

coming

hydranJ,»oon

until a hard tight had been
The lire must have caught from
defective chimney and must have been

though

not

made.
a

smouldering
Assistant

Mrs. Ralph Bryant of Poitland, and Mrs.
Elizabeth Inman of Manchester.

Brewster of Camden, calling
and friends.

Rockland,

at

and the injury resulted in the necessity
for amputating a finger, which was done

H.

Buckaport.

her father and

Griffin,

She

was

mother,

and by Mr.
Treat in the Treat car.

with referei

The big

season, it

inexpedient

was

decided that it would

Springs.

Why

party leaving Saturday.

us sew new

Hole,

was a

oiams

siuhj

REbOURCEa.

HfiOA W0H3 3QVIM

3

friends

in Bangor Saturday.
Mrs. Morrison of Bangor has returned |
home after spending a week with her
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bickford and little

A. C.

I-

daughter Mary were guests of her moth-

j

Rev. E
sermon

E. Harrison gave

Sunday

morning

an

60.000 00
10

19 540

Total.
Other Bonds, slocks, securities, etc.:
Banking House. $4,000; furniture and fixtures, $400.
[.awful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank..7...'

,69,54010
224,8*1)

~4400i*

199602$
33,67)1

National Banks
Total of Items .$

Cash in vault and amount

aue

from

..

Miscellaneous cash items.
with U. S. Treasurer

Redemption fund

33.679 36

j

5663
o#6#

5t6 73

and due from U. S. Treasurer.

Total....

WM

!

LUBIUTIC&
interesting

and

went

to

Moody mountain in the afternoon to bold
a
service.
Rev. James Gray, District
will

S. Government Securities owned.
Deposited to secure circulation (U S. bonds par value).
All other United States Government Securities (including premiums

I

|

L

THE

er, Mrs. Emma Paine, Sunday.

accompanied by

I‘oliaml Cw,

if any).

sister, Mrs. Fred Patten.

Mr. and Mrs. Jas.

Searsport, in the State of Maine, at the close of
business on September 15, 1922.

At

including rediscount*. acce; tances of other banka
exchange or drafts sold with indorsement of this
bink. $102,457
Total loans..
Overdrafts, unsecured. $86 60...

mother,

Belle Cunningham, visited

BANK

Loans and diacounU.
and fo eign biila of

guest

Belle Cunningham

Mr. Charles Cunningham and

the old tops now?

SEARSPORT NATIONAL

v"iai

last week.

Mrs.

on

Reserve Districts*,
y
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

‘ISVM'n.I

3NTIVW

is visiting her sister, Mrs. Herbert

the home of Mrs.

rubbers

Charier No. 264z.

the

Davis Sample Shop
WILL HAVE ON

Thursday, October 12
A

Closing Out Sale of

Winter .’oats

Suits, Skirts
This will be a good opportunity
to get winter coats, suits and
skirts at a low price. We are
going out of business in Belfast
and the stock has got to be sold.
See ad. next week.

Dc

Capital stock paid in.,.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.$7,709 28
Reserved for
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.
Circulating notes outstanding.
Amount due to State banks, bankers anu trust companies in the United
States and foreign countries.

Cl
60,0918
260998

1 LAIS.

i

7.709 28
1,607 46

..

9,1#/-;
49JV
%

Cashier’sfchecks outstanding.

8

Total of Items.
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Reserve
(deposits payable within 30 days):

2,281 74

Individual deposits subject to check.
Total demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to reserve. $128,991 44
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or subject to 30 days or more notice, and postal savings):
Certificates of deposit (other than money borrowed)...
Other time deposits.
Postal savings deposit....
$195.». 56 24
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve..

I

7339
194.91412

__

...

Total...^

$458.02874

••••;

Maine, County ok w'aldo, ss:
swear that the abofS
Btooget: lathierol the atove-ramed tank, do solemnly
true to the teat ot my knowledge and belief.
^ r blodgETT, Cashier.
Subscribed and .worn to before me *hk»:» day of 9*P
^ ^

State

of

1 W K
statement is

£»*£>**.

THE

Correct.

Attest:

J, D. SWEETSER,
A. B. PENDLETON,
D. C. NICHOLS.

i
-Director*.

t

Announces that they will pul on

sale, Sept. 30, for

seven

days only

50 Wool Lap Robes, value $6,
Reduced Price $2.50
50 Wool Street Blankets,

value $5.50-$6.00
Reduced Price $3.50
We also carry a finer line of Blankets and Robes at reasonable prices.

We also carry the finest line of
Trunks, Suit Cases and Bags in
Waldo County.
Hand-made harnesses and other
leather goods made to order.
Everything guaranteed as represented.

_

BANGOR
SlEAMSrilP

56 Main Street,

Belfast, Me.,
Proprietor.

HARRY MARTIN,
Tel. 329-11.

^,

—

Mail orders prompt-

--

HAND MADE

Collars
Made of Chinese trass linen, also
voile and net. and trimmed with
real lace. Cuffs or front to match
if desired.

AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDG E.

BELFAST

lac erule.
Return-Leave Boston Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays st 5 p. m. Leave Rockland
Tuesdays, Thursdays,and Saturdays at 5 a. m.;
Camden 5.45 a, m.; Belfast 7.15 a. m., for
Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor,
At Boston connection is made via the Met
ropolitan Line express freignt and passenger
steamers for New York and points South and
West.

MAINE
Portland-New

LINE

STEAMSHIP
Yoik

Freight

Service.

Direct freignt service between Portland and
New York is resumed from the New State
Pier Portland, Maine.
Through r*»*a and direct track connections
with Mai.? C »ntral and OrfcaJ Trunk Railroads
GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

For Sale or to Let
Seven room house with bath, hot »nd
cold water, electric lights and furnaces;
also a bar.n For particulars apply to
JAMES C. DURHAM.
39

LOST

Prices $1, $2 and $3
Call and see them at the Journal office

LINE

Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2 p m.; Winterport 2.45 p. m ; Bucks
tor Camport 3.30 p..m.; Belfast, 5 00 p, m.;
dem, Rockland and Boston.
NOTE—Lommencirg October 3rd steamer
will leave Bacgor at 1 30 p. m, and from other
andlnga 30 minutes earlier than shown in

BELFAST LEATHERSTORE

_

fjji mHU,
22? Z

let

not

s.xooo

pulpit
occupy
Superintendent,
Among the Searsport people who were
Sunday morning, when the sacrament of
the
where
P.
L.
Liberty
fair,
Hupper’s
Mrs.
in Bangor, Sept. 19, were Mr. and
commu ion will be given.
Miss Ethel Lloyd, who spent the sumUncle Charley started in the 2.24 class,
James H. Duncan and daughter, Martha,
The regular meeting of Rosewood Chapmer at her home in Searsport, has returnso that our village was quite deserted.
Mrs. D. C. Nichols, Mrs. C. U. Greeley,
the
O E. S
was held Friday evening.
ed to Brewer where she teaches in
ter,
Mrs. John H. Wardwell went to BanMiss Evelyn Greeley, Charles Greeley,
Rosewood Chapter was constituted in
public schools.
Mrs. A. J. Nickerson, Mrs. F. E. Roul- gor last week to meet her son and wile
October, 1915, with 29 charter members.
Miss Helen Kilborn, Prescott Leavitt
stone, Misses Clara and Harriet Roulstone, on their way from Princeton to Augusta,
Since
that time three members have died
were
Portland
of
Russell
and Donald
Miss Jessie Nickerson and Miss Rebecca bringing home witn her little Helen Joan
and a number have come in to take their
week-end guests of Miss Alva Tupper at M. Ross.
Kiilarney who has been in the care of
places and at the preset t time there are
the Anchorage.
Mrs. Stanley Wardwell for the year past.
Mrs. Wilbur R. Blodgett entertained
about 90 members.
Andrew McGown of Worcester, Mass
A car passing up Church street Thursthe members of the Woman’s Club on
Rev. Timothy O’Mahoney said mass
arrived Sept. 19 with a party of friends
at her borne in West Main street, day noon made a dash for a culvert end at the home of Mr. and Mrs Alvin Stone
Friday
cotthe
McGown
at
few
a
days
on the wrong sice o
to spend
the load, breaking Saturday morning, for the benetit of his
the affair bemg the first of the activities
parishioners wno are unable to attend
tage on Pleasant Point.
of the Club for the season. The after- the concrete header recently put in place, church
services in Belfast. He organized
Mrs. Pyam Gilkey and Miss Elsie Gil- noon was very pleasantly spent with and crumpling ,the end of the iren cula Sunday school with Mrs. David Craig
key visited Mr. and Mrs. Clarence L. needlework and conversation, and Mrs vert. No witness to the accident has and Mrs. John Hunt as teachers. Mass
and Sunday school will be held at the
Gilkey in Bangor last week. During their Raymond Clarke was the winner of a been found.
home of Mr and Mrs John Hunt Saturabsence the store was in charge of Mrs, guessing contest. Delicious refreshments
Mrs. Willard M. Griffin, who has been
day morning, Sept. SO.
Sumner Small.
with relatives here and in Searsport for
of sherbet and cake were served.
Mrs. Prescott Carter of Portland was
MONROE
A very delightful party was given by the past four weeks, left for Thomaston
the recent guest of her daughter, Mrs. Mrs. Fred B. Smith on Saturday after- Sunday afternoon, and alter visits there,
C. W. Gray of East Boston is the guest \
Sumner Small, Mrs. Small is entertaining noon at her home in honor of Mrs. Wm. in Boston and New York, will return to
in town.
her sister, Mrs. Herbert Rackliffe of M. Parse, whose birthday anniversary her home in California, after a two years’ of relatives
absence
abroad.
Curtis of Frankfort is spendspent
Etta
Mrs.
were
Cleveland, Ohio.
present,
was celebrated. Ten guests
ing a few days in town.
informal
L.
a. Gardner, wh# went to Bar Harwas
the
affair
and
pleasantly
CapL and Mrs. Scott Blanchard and
Irvin Farrington, a graduate of Bucksand greatly enjoyed.
Bridge was played bor Sunday, Sept. 17lh, with an automoson Scott, Jr. left Monday for their home
port Seminary, is teaching the grammar
There bile party, returned
served.
were
and
ices
cake
and
in
the
and
Tuesday
yacht
Blanchard
in Brooklyn, N. Y. Mrs.
school.
was also a decorated birthday cake, and
Alldean, a 40-foot auxiliary sloop yacht
son spent the summer in town, Capt.
Dr. Ferguson and bride of Biddeford
owned
verses appropriate to the occasion were
a summer resident of Bar Hai!
by
annual
vacahis
for
Blanchard coming
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
read by Mrs. C. N. Meyers.
bor, and in charge of Capt. Smith. She Twombly.
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Summers residents are leaving on every will be repaired at the plant of the StockMr. and Mrs. Andrew McGown, their
Mr. and Mrs. John Twombly accompaboat and train these days and each year a ton Yard Inc.
nied Dr. Ferguson and wife on a trip to
daughter Virginia and son Joseph, have
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street.
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Morning Light grange will entertain
Mr. and
guests of Mrs. C. N. Meyers.
Mrs. Proneil Nichols, wife of Capt. Wil- have to lunch at the schoolhouse during the
superintendent and teachers and
Sept
Mrs.
Mrs. Libby and Mrs. Meyers left Monday fred V. Ni< hols of this town.
the noon hour, was well attended and a school committee Saturday night,
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Everyone is looking forwai d to an
for a visit with Dr. and Mrs. B. E. Larra- Nichols had been in poor health for about goodly sum netted for the purpose.
interesting meeting.
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over
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Miss Doris Purington of Houiton is the
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by

Mr. and Mrs Charles W. Frye of Scit-

Miss Lily Minton of New York City,
who returned to her home recently after
spending several weeks in Searsport, has
lot of

now

Patterson, who h«s
spent the summer with her grand-nnce,
Mrs. George H. Hopkins, lett for her
home in Washington, D. C. last Tuesday.
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shore

is

Mr. Guy Lawrence, relirf station agent,
arrived Saturday and is ti iing tjie p are
Ha’t’s
at Cape Jellison during Mr. II. H

Miss Melvina

Miss Mary Inman, who has been the
guest of Miss Florence Colcord the past
week, left Friday for Mancheater for a
visit with relatives before returning to
her work as a professional nurse in Bev-

a

Rendell

Miss Ruth D. James, who has been
with Miss Mary Hichborn for the past
seven
weeks, returned to her home in
Jamaica Plain, Mass., last Ihursday.

!

purchased

atives in Dexter and Burnham.

vacation.

ton, where she will enter the Boston
School of Physical Education for a course
of training.
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guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur K. Blodgett.

The alarm of fire, which rang about 7
o*c ock Kiiday night proved aserioua matter
in
Mrs
John H. Howes home on
Sylvan St. Sroohe w»s pressing around

fro

him.

Harold Cock of New York arrived recently and is with his family at the home
the
attended
H.
Havener
postal
L
Mrs.
I
of his wife's parents, Capt. and Mrs. N.
convention held in Portland, recently.
F. Gilkev.
|
atmen
A large delegation of Searsport
Miss Isabel Frame left Monday for Bostended the races in Bangor on Thursday.
Mrs.

of the

ship running to Porto Rico and last week
his nephew, James Rendell, left to j >iu

ing the summer at her home in Searsport.

is

rest

Mra. George A. Stevens returned last
Tuesday from a ten drys' visit with relSamuel E.

Hall, Belfast

Sold by W. A.

home

McLane came

Thursday and remained the
week with bis family.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

sion

roof and chamber but
G.

Edwin

Mr.

hostess; but to her great surprise upon
openii-g a package, left with her when
the guests departed, «to be opened after
they had left) she found each lady had
contribut'd 50c for her delectable refreshments The tables looked most attractive
and the guests report a delightful occa-

A SHRINE PIN, set in a circle of pearls,
Miller street, between Congress street
and G. A. R. ball. The finder will please
leave at the Belfast Candy Company.

TO BUY ALL KINDS OF JUNK. Anyone who has any to sell please telephone
or send postal and I will call. Good prices
for did paper.
39tf

SAM FREEDMAN,
Cross Street, Belfast.

Caution Notice
Whereas my wife, Henrietta Nickerson, has left my bed and board without
just cause, this is to forbid all persons
from trusting or harboring her on my account as I shall pay no bills of her contracting after this date.
Searsport, Sept 26, 1922.
Iw39*

DELBERT NICKERSON

For Sale

or

Rent

A modern, up-to-date house, barn, etc.,
all in first-class condition, also 2 1-2 acres
of land: formerly the Joseph Mc&een
place. Inquire on the premises of
GEORGE B. DYER,
176 High Street.
2w39*

FOR SALE
at a bargain
ICE CREAM BUSINESS, or everything pertaining to the manufacture of
ice cream, motor power freezer, ice breakAlso Ford Touring Car cheap.
er, etc.
H. W. HEALEY, Belfast.
t!37

to

31 Inclusive

Return Limit IS Days from Day of Sale

Ro“|

Round

Trip

From

1*
""

From

Fare

Bangor.*7.1)0 Stonington.•$?
Winterport. 7.00 NorthjHaven.i
Bucksport. 7.C0 Bluehill.■
»■
.»

Belfast.
Camden.
Rockland.
Bar Harbor.

South Bluehill

6 00
6 00

Brooklin.;.,«
Deer Isi ..K

6,00
9 00
Seal.Harbor. 9.00
Northeast Harbor. 9 CO
Southeast Harbor... 9.00

Sargertville......-;?;

Soutl

oksstWJ"

Eggein.*,gin.

.~

Dark Harbor.-

Pet*0**1
Staterooms Accommodating Two
$2.00 and $2-50

j

Visit Boston During October
Boston is famous for historic and
Sightseeing automobile trip

points.
CAMBRIDGE
SALEM

LEXINGTON

CONCO

MAKBLEHEAD

GLOUCESTER

PLYMOUTH

Usual Attractions at*all Theatres.
Visit Annual Food Fair at HorticuKW
Hall October 3 to 15.
Get. d
Brockton Fair at Brockton
GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent,

5w39_Bel^h^t,
To Let

on

^---4

WANTED

October 3

A furnished tenement on
heat,
of five rooms, furnace

r*

and

“

"■*'*'

i

toIet
A small furnished flat
of
Main Street. Inquire

at

johnf.kogeR^

Motor Boat
FOR
at Swan Lake, 20

b0*w39*D<lU

re

5ALE

i0^ paLME^
M»°e'
Monroe.

